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State To Receive
Continuation Funds
For Jobs Program
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kentucky is
receiving $20.7 million to continue paying
thousands of workers hired under the
federal emergency jobs program.
The U.S. Department of Labor said that
is the state's share, for the fiscal year that
started last week, of the $2.1 billion
national public service jobs program.
These amounts will be distributed in
Kentucky:
—$3,184,979 to Louisville.
—$2,940,442 to 22 Eastern Kentucky
counties.
—$988,734 to Kenton County in Northern
Kentucky.
—$844,032to Lexington.

—$12,753,130 to the rest of the state, to be
administered through Frankfort.
A Louisville manpower official, Boyd
Hanke, said the $3.2 million should be
enough to continue paying about 850 persons already hired under the program and
perhaps add new jobs.
About 900 persons are employed under
the program in the 22 Eastern,Kentucky
counties
"We can probably maintain most of the
people already at work," said Virgil
Osborne, director of the Rural Concentrated Employment Program in Hazard,
but he termed it ''very doubtful" that new
jobs could be created:

—

Whitten Named Chairman
Of Kentucky Association
tt=eoL‘t.o.
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Robert L. Whitten, director of the
organizational meeting in Atlanta.
Division of Criminology and Corrections at
Whitten said the purpose of the group is
cus
,,,,,....,..„,nur.,41X,s5t4t4e..NYSC44-,1)44,444 4010 = 4-14•tht-gf.9K.4.-P1
to an advisory contnittee on manpower
system and higher education to meet both the immediate and long-range justice
planning and development established by
- the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad- 'manpower needs in the nation.
He noted that the committee's imministration ( LEAA) of the U. S.
mediate,task is to assist institutions of
Department of Justice.
His appointment is a result of the office
higher education in the development of
hg holds as president of the Kentucky
programmatic criteria in order to remain
eligible for LEAA funding.
Association of Criminal Justice
Murray State, which offers three degree
Educators. He and other state association
programs in crime related studies, is one
presidents, along with representatives of
of 500 colleges and universities'currently
federal and state planning agencies,
receiving funds from the LEAA.
recently
concluded
an
initial

HAY FIRE — A fire of undetermined origin charred 24 bales of rolled hay on the
Bill Dodson farm Wednesday shortly after noon. Four members of the Calloway

County Fire-Rescue Squad kept the blare from spreading to nearby homes. The
booster was used to extinguish the fire.
Staff Photo by David Ha

Astronauts To Undergo Exams
R. L. Cooper, Calloway County Health
Department administrator, announced
today that final plans for an addition to the
health department building will be ready
in a few days.
Authorization has been given to advertise for bids,and it is expected that bids
will be opened on August 13. Cooper added
that construction should start soon after
the successful bidder is named.

Voter Registration
Planned During Fair
Local persons will be able to register to
vote at the Calloway County Fair next
week according to an announcement made
by Don Tucker, chairman of the 1975 voter
registration drive of the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee.
The committee, in conjunction with the
Murray Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association, will have a voter
registration booth at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair. The booth will be under the
supervision of the office of Calloway
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
"This will be a non-partisan voter
registration drive offered to the citizens of
Calloway County and all non-registered
citizens are urged to-take advantage of this
opportunity to become eligible to vote in
the November general election," Tucker
said.
The booth will .be open from 6 p.m.
through 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday
during the fair. Persons planning to take
advantage of this opportunity to register to
vote should take their Social Security
number with them.

BECKVILIE, Tex.(AP) — It was the answer to is sceweipases,.dresan: $3
million in bills and coins scattered along Texas 149,deep En thepine fotests 35
miles west of the Louisiana border.
But, then, there was also Charles Canunack, an off-duty policeman, and his
trusty shotgun.
It happened Wednesday, when a Purolator Security armored van carrying
currency from the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank to banks in east Texas and northwest Louisiana collided with a pickup truck.
Investigators said that after the impact, the security van skidded broadside
for about 150 feet, then overturned. The doors flew open and out spilled sacks
filled with up to $100,000 each.
They split open. Bills swirled in the breeze and coins bounced along the roadway.
Despite minor injuries, the three men in the armored car scrambled about to
retrieve the loot. Cammack, who happened by at the time of the crash, leaped
atop the van with shotgun in hand and warned passing motorists against getting
into the act.
• Authorities said all of the bills were recovered, but that highway patrolmen,
sheriff's deputies and even some game wardens who converged_ ian the scene
were still searching for coins — including new bicentennial half dollars — hours
after the accident.

Partly cloudy with a slight chance of a
thundershower today, fair and slightly
cooler tonight. High today in the low to['Ur
80s, low tonight in the upper 50s to low 60s.
Partly cloudy and mild Friday, high in the
upper 70s. Continued partly cloudy and
mild Saturday.

TODAY'S INDEX
Two Soctioas Tothry

• Local Scene
Dear Abby
,Horoscope
Opinion Page Sports
Comics, Crossword
Classifieds
Deaths tit Funerals

GOLD AND ROSES — Miss Catherine Carlisle of Mayfieltseatet wasstQwned
recently as Miss Purchase District Fair Queen for 1975. from left arwMiss Krista
Kennedy of Murray, first runner-up, Miss Gait. Broach, of Murray, 1974 Queen,
and Miss Donna Foust, of,Calvert City, second runner-up.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A special public
advisory committee has called for a
revamping of the U.S. Employment Service into a "streamlined, hard-hitting"
organization where the jobless "can have
a reasonable expectancy of finding work."
Among its major recommendations, the
committee urged that the Employment
Service and the Unemployment Insurance
Service be separated both physically and
organizationally.
-The image of, or public confidence in,
the Employment Service is usually
damaged by being located in the same
building with UIS," the committee said.
The public thinks of Employment Service
offices not as centers in which to find work
but as places to file unemployment insurance claims — the place--of-last
resort," it said.
The employment agency, part of the
Labor Department, tries to find jobs for

For Joint U.S.-Soviet Mission
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) Space agency doctors examine three
American astronauts today to certify their
readiness to fly a joint mission with two
Russian cosmonauts next week.
The exams, scheduled to last several
hours, have a dual purpose: to make sure
the astronauts are physically fit and to
gather baseline medical data for inflight
and postflight comparison.
The tests are being conducted at the
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Tex.,
where astronauts Thomas P. Stafford,
Vance D. Brand and Donald K. Slayton are
undergoing final training for the flight. —
The astronauts will fly to Cape
Canaveral on Sunday to be lodged in
special crew quarters near the launch area

where a 22-story tall Saturn rocket is being
groomed to hoist them into space at 3:50
p.m. EDT Tuesday.
That is 7"42 hours after Soviet
cosmonauts ALeiei Leonov and Valeri
Kubasov are to lift off in a Soyuz
spacecraft from Baikonur Cosmodrome in
central Russia, 1,400 miles southeast of
Moscow.
After two days of maneuvering, Apollo
and Soyuz will dock 140 miles above West
Germany at 12:15 p.m. Thursday.
They'll remain hooked together for two
days, during which time the spacemen will
-exchange visits between the ships,conduct
joint experiments and share meals.
Stafford, Brand and Slayton practiced in
the Apollo simulator Wednesday and had a
Russian language lesson. Each astronaut
and cosmonaut have had nearly 1,000
hours training in the other's language and
experts say there will be no language dif-

ficulty.
In space, when they dock, the rule will
be: Americans speak Russian and
Russians speak English.

Indecent Exposure
Charge Made By
Murray City Police
A Hickory, Ky. man has been charged
with indecent exposure in the Calloway
County Court of Judge Robert 0. Miller,
according to a warrant in the judge's office.
Clayton Watts, Jr., Route Two, Hickory,
was released on $1,000 bond after being
charged by Murray City Police with indecent exposure in connection with an
incident on the Central Shopping Center
parking lot.

the unemployed. Persons who go on unemployment are included in its listings of
those looking for work. It also tries to match job openings with job seekers.
The report, prepared by the National
Employers' Committee for the Improvement of the Employment Service,
was released by Secretary of Labor John
T. Dunlop, who called its findings candid
and indicated that many of its recommendations would be adopted.
The committee was chaired by Laurence
L. Vickery, director of employment practices for the General Motors Corp. Other
members represented other major corporations.
In a 32-page report, the committee
called for creation of a nationwide "labor
exchange" using the facilities and resources of the employment service—Whiai—
would have the prime responsibility "of
placing job-ready applicants of all slsill
levels in jobs promptly."

FRANKFORT, Ky, (API — A proposed
which would impose new restrictions on
bill to regulate lobbyists was praisedtoday
lobbyists.
as model legislation and condemned as
In another statement submitted to the
ridiculous and even "monstrous" in porsubcottunittee, Gaines Davis Jr., a Franktions.
fort attorney, said one section would seem
The commendation came from Carl
to require a lawyer to register as a lobbyist
Brown, a Vanderbilt University "law
under certain conditions before he could
student, the first to testify at a public ), even talk to a state official about a client's
bearing before the.SubCommittee on Lob-' problem.
bying and Conflict of Interest. Brown said
"This would be monstrous," he said.
the measure would achieve three things: '.A -number of objections also were raised
• by idaltrice2 _Bement of .the Kentucky .
Inaiig.10.bbYltitsillere
IR'
Otit--Mark McDouglth S,
theltling e •
to be more accountable to the public, ano •
School Boards Association. Ile said that
with his toy grader in a backyard sandpile. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mctirovide teeth in enforcement.
under.the Graves' version the definition of
Dougal, 1006 Payne St., Murray.
Brown was referring to a draft sP"n'
a lobbyist is too broad.
sored by Sen. Joe Graves, R Lexington,
(See Lobbyist; Page 81
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To Marry In Fall
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held a luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Sylvja Thomas on Thursday.
June 26.
After the luncheon the group
spent the next few hours by the
Thomas' swimming pool.
Members present were Mrs.
Libby Conley, Miss Beverly
Brittain, Mrs. Sue Brandon,
Mrs. Marsha Horton, Mrs.
Kathy Lichtenegger, Mrs.
Patricia Nesbitt, Mrs. Joretta
Randolph, Mrs. Linda Rogers,
Mrs. Sylvia Thomas, and Mrs.
Edna Vaughn. Special guest
was Mrs. Mary Roseman.
r

MOTHERS IMPORTANT
A healthy, vigorous family is
the reward that mothers seek as
they plan more than one
thousand meals each year. It
takes a lot of planning to keep
all family members happy. And
complaints are common. Just
remember, when
you're
shopping, that what-your doing
is important.

1
Meeti
Wagon
been ca

Nancy Utterback Honored At
Shower Held At Kirksey Church
Miss Nancy Utterback, July grandmother of the honoree,
18th bride-elect of Michael Lynn and Mrs. Harold Fones, mother
Black, was the honoree at a of the groom-elect.
delightfully planned bridal
Games were directed with
shower held on Saturday, June Miss Laura Lee Fones and Mrs.
28, at 7:30 p. m.in the fellowship ,Teresa Cavitt as the winners.
hall of the Kirksey 'MBA
The honoree opened her many
Methodist Church.
lovely gifts for the guests to
The hostesses for the occasion view. Guests signed the bride's
were Mesdames Terry Cavitt, book at the table adorned with a
Charlie Lassiter, Joe Sledd, floral arrangement.
Refreshments of green punch,
Ronnie Hargrove, Jewel McCallon, J. B. Burkeen,and Elvin individual cakes, nuts, and
mints were served at the table
Crouse.
PIANO STUDENTS of Mrs. Margaret Wilkins participating in their "Spring Bouquet" recital in
overlaid with a gold cloth and
For the prenuptial event the draped in green net and lace the auditorium, Memorial Baptist Church, were, left to right, front row, Elizabeth fain, Susan
Platzer, Jarrett Osborn, Michael Wilkins, second row, Lynn Richerson, Brenda Murdock, Kim
honoree chose to wear a green and centered with a
lovely
slack ensemble and was arrangement of
Jenkins, David Platzer, Gary Murdock, Mae Umar, Julie Peebles,jann Washer,jaina Washer,Julie
flowers,
presented with a hostesses' gift prepared by Mrs. Jewel
Mc- Sams, and Beth Taylor. Various selections of contemporary and classical composers were
corsage of white daisies. Cor- Callon.
played. Prizes awarded to the top three students in the ten weeks' practice contest were Lynn
- •
sages of white carnations were
Abbut (a- rty persons were ittdrerson,-ffist,175V4dThizer,second,and Beth Taylor, third.
presented to Mrs. Ruth Luton, present.
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Mr. and Mrs,. William E. Greenfield of Briensburg announce the
engagement of their daughter, Marla,to Skip Hamra of Hamlin.
Miss Greenfield is a 1975 graduate of Central High School and is
--niFfessab.---no:.aurreatireuraiied -isr-:tarline Trainialg-fichook-1=Lirs•thErgreifta• daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe S. Greenfield and Mr. and Mrs.
Solon Smith,all of Briensburg.
•
Mr. Hamra is the son of Mrs. A. Jean-Hamra'of Hamlin
- and
Philip A. Hamra of Memphis, Tenn. His grandparents arelsEr.
and Mrs. E. F. Claxton of Hamlin and Dr. and Mrs. J. R. McDaniel of Las Vegas, Nevada.
A fall wedding is planned.

Golden

social ha
Methodis'

1 2 Price
Bedspreads, Lighting Fixtures & Accessories,/
Sofas
Sleepers
. Recliners
Chairs

Values to S725 00

By Mrs. Myrtice Nance
June 18, 1975
It's been quite a while since I
visited with my good friends by
mail. I'm sure we have all had
sadness and also gladness along
the way and so many blessings
that's been ours to enjoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
frona Murray visited with his
mother, Mrs. Myrtice Nance,
last Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Berthel Grooms
and daughter, Kern, from
Detroit, Mich., are visiting his
mother, Mrs. Holice Grooms,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gallimore,
and other relatives.
Visitors in to see Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Taylor_ Monday afternoon were Mrs. Wattle
Taylor of Jackson, Tenn., Mr,
and Mrs. Wade Brisendine,
Mrs. Rex Huie, Mrs. Mary Lee
Clayttfi, and Mrs. Myrtice
Nance.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wooten of
Fulton visited Mrs. _ Holice
Grooms Sunday.
Mr. ad Mrs. Boots Stafford
of Detroit, Mich., are visiting
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rally Grooms, for a few days.
The family of Arlin Paschall
spent last Sunday in his home.
Mrs. Willie Jones was
dismissed from the Murray
Hospital after an illness of
several days.
J. H. Horzlow is home from
the Henry County General
Hospital after an illness of
several days.
Glad to hear Finney Stewart
is doing nicely after surgery at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
We send get well wishes to all
the sick and shut-ins in hospitals
and nursing homes and sympathy to the bereaved in the
passing of their loved ones.
A thought to remember:
"Courage and strength are
available to those who depend
on God each day."

Starting As Low As

. Values-to S460 00

Starting As tow As

259

$19995

Starting As tor is

$4995

In Stock Carpet From $395 sq. yd.
In Stock Vinyl Flooring from

6pc. Bed= Group 559995$34995
7 pc. Bedrm GroupReg
7 pc. Bedrm GroupReQ sio00149995
Reg

Shoppir
of Dexter
11:30 a.
senior cib
Roses ani
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Little I%
Pageant
Universit;
seven p.n
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ride at 7:
pen.

5110465995

403 Sunbury Circle_ Murray, Ky,
•
(Off South 4th Street Behind Bunny Bread)

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Edwin Warren of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Hwy 645 South and 695
mile south of Paris. Tenn

$3
5

Values to S590 00

Valves to $215.00

Town-South
Antiques
642-4565

Si-Wing As low As

000

Henry
Group wil
at the Par
amphithe

Thur Wed. July 23rd
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O

Starts THRU. July 17th

V
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Reserved TILTS on sale for FRI-SAT-SUN 7:20 Shows
Buy Up to 1 week in Advance 7 to 10 Nitely

looroso

Nno.NAN

IIMM1111
MinThelle

Feature Repeated FRI S. SAT ONLY
1st HOUR Repeated THUR., SUN. thru WED.

•

•

ATTENTION MOTHERS
The Saturday Afternoon Children's Movies are being suspended during the
4LX-141.4,4414,ING--celkl44;
scheduled as regular features during the next few werderitre LINDY'S KIDSHOWS are also being suspended for a few months.

C Line Show FA.-_Sai.i1:_4(44,11*
-niX)18 oiave)
Cherry, Harry & Ratiiiii--

'II

Soon At The Murray Theatres
br ,July_14-laufs_ - July 24
Beall-- iiiiii-24

•
•
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Thursday, July 10
Friday, July 11
Meeting of the Welcome
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. a/ A.
Wagon Newcomers Club has. M. will meeLat the Lodge Hall
been cancelled for this month. al 7:30 p. m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at Perkins Pancake House at
5:30 p. m.

Nature sketching workshop
will be at Empire Farm from
9:30 a. m. to twelve noon.

Saturday, July 12
Blood River Associational
Slides of birds and beasts will
Baptist Young Women will meet be shown at Land Between the
at New Zion Baptist Church at Lakes Center Station at two p.
.7:30 p.m.
m.
Murray Chapter Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the United Campus Ministry at
eight p. m. with Mrs. Helen
Hodges as speaker.

Murray School of Practical
Nursing Alumni will have a car
wash at 641 Super Shell, South
12th,-from nine á.m. to five p.m.

Persons having exhibits to the
Murray-Calloway County Fair
may bring them to exhibition
barn today at two p.m. through
Sunday and Monday. A person
will be present to accept the
exhibits during this time or
Camp 592 WOW will meet at
contact any Jaycee for inthe WOW Hall at seven p.m.
formation.

Murray Chapter No. 92 R. A.
M. and Murray Council No. 50
R. & S. M. will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.

cital in
Susan
k, Kim
1, Julie
. were
e Lynn

Friday, July 11
Twilight golf will be held at
the Murray Country Club at 5:45
p. m. with Tom Muehleman as
chairman.

4

ik
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Young Cabin Scene Of Meeting
Of. Ruth Wilson Circle Members
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the
Good
Shepherd
United
Methodist Church met at the N.
A. Young cabin on Kentucky
Lake at 1:30 p. in. for the June
meeting.
Mrs.
Mildred
Smith,
president, welcomed the new
pastor, Bro. Charles Morris,
Mrs. Morris, and their young
son, Michael. Bro. Morris 'Jed
the opening prayer.
Announcements were made of
a School of Missions at Lambuth
College on August 1 and a
Prayer Retreat at Lakeshore in
July.
Mrs. Lee Lassiter presented
the program on the subject,
"Purpose of Missions," with her
scripture from Proverbs 24:3.
Mrs. Lois Marsh read from
John 21 and Luke 7:31-34.
- Readings were given by Mrs.

Esther Sigmon ind Mrs.
with
Katherine
Wilson
responses by Mrs. Lois Marsh
and Mrs. Emma Knight. Bro.
Morris led in group singing.
Refreshments of cake and ice
cream were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Bertha Young,
assisted by Mrs. Jean Morris.
Alski present, not previously
mentioned, were Mrs. Reba
Miller and Mrs. Olia Lassiter.

OPEN FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8 P. M.

gIRMITS

Summer Sale
Save Now On Entire Stock!

FOODS NEEDED
If I take vitamin and
mineral capsules daily, can't I
eat whatever I want and come
out all right?" The answer is,
NO! Nutritionists say this lacks
sense because you could not get
enough protein or fat, and so
forth. Vitamins and minerals,
by themselves, do not balance a
diet.

Smiimwear.

SAL

Suburban Homemakers Club
will have a family picnic at the
home of Mrs. Jack Wilson at six
p.m.

Regul. Values
14 so to 36.00

West
Kentucky
Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation will have its annual—
meeting at the Coop office,
Mayfield, at three p.m.

Pool party for seventh and
eighth grade members will be
at the Oaks Country Club from
7:30 to 10:30 p. m. Each
Sunday, July 13
member may bring two nonBy Abigail Van Buren
Cemetery
Jeffrey
1117s by Chicago Tribuno•N
member guests and charge is
SY'KJ in.
homecoming will be heldSen
with
d.
fifty cents per person.
preaching at 11:30 a.m.
R
Golden Age Club will have a cemetery donations to T. Cleve
-•• • -7'!- • - • "4•‘•
ffre'TairtIstifit6EttertitsPer'-• ---Tiolt`ititirfiiniffitn
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
Gospel singing will
Henry County Little Theatre Pleasant Valley Church
Group will present the program Christ at two p.m.
DEAR ABBY: I knew Lt. Col. John W' Kellogg, he
at the Paris Landing State Park
Catholic who proudly wore a Star of, Daviclf"a symbol of the
amphitheatre at eight p. m.
Serendipity Stroll will start at
Jewish faith, in honor of three Jewish comrades in arms.
Center Station, Land Between
John was a bomber navigator in WW II. After a bombing
Shopping for Senior Citizens the Lakes, at six p. m.
run over the Ploiesti oil fields in Roumania, his plane was
-of Dexter will be front 930' to
shot up: While the planelimpeclArack to the Air Force
11:30 a. m. and for Murray
base in Italy. the men tossed out everything that was loose
. Monday, July 14
senior citizens at 12:30 p.
to lighten the plane's load until nothing remained but the
-40:-— Stream Ecology Stroll will
shell. It looked as though they weren't going to make it.
Roses and downtown.
start at Jenny Ridge picnic area
When the Italian coastline was spotted, the captain ordered
in Land Between the Lakes at
all'his men to prepare to parachute to earth.
Little Miss Murray-Calloway two p.
John bailed out and landed in a plowed field where an
Pageant will be held in the
Italian farmer and his son were working. John was so
NOW I National Organization
grateful to be on terra firma that he dropped to his knees
University School auditorium at
and began a prayer of thanksgiving
seven p.m. Public is invited to for' Women).will meet at the
The two Italians. having witnessed the scene, came ov,./.
United Campus Ministry at 7:30
attend.
doffed their caps, bowed their heads and also begs to
m.
pray —loudly
Wranglers Riding Club will
d saia.
After a few moments, John looked up
Spring Creek Baptist Young.
ayers!•' _
"Fchrissakes, shut up! I can't hear my own
ride at 7:30 p.m. at the riding Women will meet at the church
The John I knew could be both reverent ad irreverent
pen.
at seven p. m.
ROYJ.ARNSTON:L4gUNA BEACH

839
2159

iviom Snowed inder
Son's Gift-giving Girl
Friend

5

5

5

5

is

OPEN FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8 P. M.

OPEN'
FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8

Save on entire stock! Nothing has been held back!
1-piece,2-piece, bikinis and coverups! Available
in junior and missy sizes. BUY NOW AND SAVE!

Summer Styles!

DEAR ROY: Thanks_ for the meFle&
DEAR ABBY:.How do Igoftbut telling the girl whom
uying our family expensive
our son dates to please sto
gifts for every occasion? e do not want them because we
te.
can't afford to recipr
rge family, and because she gave
She has a very
everyone in our amily she ever said hello to a very
expensive Chr mas gift last year, my son felt that he had
to do the a e for her family. We is still paying for them.)
alentine's Day she gave ME a present and also
For S
my h •and. On Mother's Day, another one. and she's not
engaged to our son. She even found out when our
ev
rthdays were (Mine and my husban's. the other
children.s.. even the grandparents!) and the presents come
Please, please help me solve this. I have no objections to
her and my son exchanging gifts, but I wish she would leave
the rest of his family alone.
TOO MANY GIFTS

Open 7 p.m Must Ito IS soars old

Have Proof In Your Pocket

This Thursday-Friday 8 Saturdayitite

"Choctaw"
ZZ -Top Rock Group from Milan, Tenn
Friday Nite-DraftBeer Special - 254

i•se,

DEAR ABBY. This message is for Ed in La Mirada. who
for 31 years ha6 been saying things to-his wife that might
sound like insults to others but who insists he didn't mean
them as such.
Ed. ole huddy, your techniquels abundantly clear. For 31
years, you've been announcing to everyone within earshot
of your own inferiority compels you to
that
belittle your wife so that your own lack of worth will be less
conspicuous.
, You poor jerk, you might just as well have worn a big zer.
on your Jorehead.
DISGUSTED IN SANTA BARBARA

FRIDAY—SATURDAY NIGHTS
Located at Aurora Oaks on Hwy. 68
Between Aurora and Jonathan Creek

and
other
GREAT
ACTS

Friday-Saturday Nights

F,
.
••
.
:--

:

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L.A.. Calif: 90069
Enclose 'stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teenagers Want to
Knov.." send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills. Calif.\--90212 Please enclose a long.
.elf-addressed, stamped 120.1 envelope

The Country Dudes
We are pleased to announce
Miss
that
Regina Lovett, brideelect of Keith Bohler has
selected her Crystal.
\ China and Silver plated
flatware from our complete bridal registry.
Regina and Keith will
be married August 23,
• 1975.

.3 9807 354b39
Phone 502 7(

2for 1 COUPON.:
.

.
.
.
Buy One Ticket
1
, -Get One FREE! .
Yotr-Must Bring This Coupon

ThetriiinFrytsi&Theatre_

. i

I;

Miss Regina Lovett

The ShoWcitse

_

1599

TO
299°
REGULAR 18.00 TO 30.00 .
Outstanding selection in junior,
missy de half-sizes!

Entire Stock Reduced!

Summer Dress
CLEARANCE!
Regular 24.00 to 64.00

1599 TO 2499

699 TO 1699
Limited Time! Save Now!

Famous-Name
FOUNDATIONS
REDUcED 300
/
/
0
UP
REGULAR 4.00 TO 16.00

9

TO

Select from beautiful solids and prints in your favorite style

Girdles and bras have been drastically reduced for the sale!

and color. Junior, missy and half-sizes!

Buy several and really save'

Daywear and Sleepwear!

Billy Don Hamilton

famous-name
summer styles!

Plus

Owned and (berated by
Harvey and Nanci Conaway

Biglo
.

Showtime
8 PM

CONFIDENTIAL TO"S": Astrology is not my line. But
if I ".'ere you, I wouldn't rely on the position of the moon
and the stars to keep me from getting pregnant.

Save on

24.00-64.00

DEAR TOO MANY: Ask your son to tell the young lady"
that he appreciates her thoughtfulness and generosity but ,
prefers that she discontinue the gift-giving to the members
of his family. And if that doesn't do the trick, send her
thank•you cards for the gifts, and let it go at that.

Let's Chop-Chop Down To Ray's Lounge

Family Entertainment
Kentucky's
in Western
moineautiful
outdoor theatre

REGULAR

SUMMER
Lingerie Sale!
REGULAR 6.00 TO 32.00

. 1 99

TO 1599

Coordinates and Separates!

SPORTSWEAR
CLEARANCE!
REGULAR 6.00 TO 32.00

399 TO

1 59,9

--417rovi.m. •
&Meet frent514173.4tedf•5it57rtrwrri,Dreiernet9;febes 01+41+etif--'---Settet trzrrrsttartslalteti7ARTM, plin
-57131Tuses:shirts aid
fs! The price is right! Buy now and really save!
tbps. Junior and missy sizes available!

so

PAS
Edaunals and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose'of tirtavi4h4 a forum for the free exchange,of differing
opinions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged.
he editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editortal
phausophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with arteditarsal stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
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Editorial

Garrott's Galley

Be Careful So
All Can Enjoy
We have received unverified
reports of an odious and totally
unnecessary incident at our City
Park over the Fourth of July
weekend that caused considerable
'pain and suffering to a young
visitor to our city.
Although park and recreation
director Gary Hohman told us
that he has not been advised of the
incident, and we have been unable
to substantiate it, we'd still Hite to
describe it and encourage
everyone to be more considerate
of
others, especially
in
playground areas.
It seems a young mother and
her children were visiting some of
their relatives in our city and
while here they went on an outing
to the City Park.
,
Everyone- was---71pparertfty
having an enjoyable time, picnicking and playing, but then one
of the children stepped on some
hot coals, carelessly dumped on
the ground by someone who had
apparently finished cooking their
piiclunek-emera.chareoaL
The injuries to this girl could,
and should, have never happened.
Had not some thoughtless, inconsiderate person most likely

:Years Ago

What Man Hasn't Longed
To Have His Own Business?
By M. C. Garrott
I suppose every man who wasn't so
blessed has at one time or another longed
to have his own business. And it takes a lot
of intestinal fortitude to launch out on your
own unless you've had it laid in your lap by
momma,dad, Aunt MinnietOr Uncle John.
Lyle Underwood is doing just that.

an adult who had just created a
chareoaled wonder of a meal for
his or her family) dumped the
red-hot coals on the ground, the
girl definitely would not have
been burned.
Red-hot charcoal will continue
Since 1969, Lyle has been with the
printing services division at Murray State,
to burn for hours after it has been
coming here from Berea where he worked
used to cook a meal and the gray
in a similar position at Berea College. July
ash that coats the coals disguises
1, he left the University to get ready to
it so that it blends in with the
open his own printing business at 808
ground-cover.
Chestnut in the building formerly occupied
by Fashion Mart.
So please think before dumping
To be known as Creative Printers, Inc.,
coals especially in. our Cily_Park
'as
—business will provide all kinds of
where so many run and play,
printing services-brochures, business
many of them barefoot. Make
forms, books, office stationery and the
certain
your charc6a1 is
like-opening about the middle of August,
provided the paper cutter he has ordered
thoroughly drenched in water and
arrives.
completely cool. Then, and only
then, dispose of it in the proper
Helping him will be his son, Robert, a
senior at Murray High.
receptacle.
I wouldn't know from experience, but
And -13e- thankful that the Mr146
I'm sure there is a lot of personal
described in the above incident
satisfaction in owning and operatingryour
did not stumble and fall face-first
own business. We wish Lyle every success,
into the hot coals.
and that he gets to enjoy a lot of that kind

—

If everything we said was heard
by all; and everything we did seen
by all—how careful we would be!,
Blessed are the pure in heart:
for they shall see God. Matthew
5:8.

10

Henry Holton is serving as chairman of
the Blood Bank program for the Calloway
Chapter of the American Red Cross.
FrankGibson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Quinton R. Gibson of Murray, has been
named Airman of the Month while serving
with the Air Force in Torrejon,,Spain.
Kent McCuiston, Jerry Stark, Glen
McCuiston, Paulette Lovins, and Darlene
Oliver were winners in the Purchase
District Registered Holstein Show held at
Clinton on July 8.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hayden Washer,
Jr., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Jacqueline, to James Michael Sykes, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Austin Sykes.
Births reported include a girl, Leigh
Anne,to Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Harmon,
June 20, a girl, Anna Marie, to Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Erwin, June 17, and a boy,
Mark Alan, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry P.
Hutson, June 30.

90 Years Ago
Nearly one thousand people attended the
open house today at the elementary school
on South 13th Street, according to the office of City School Supt. W. Z. Carter.
Grover Wade has been appointed Police
Judge for Haxel by Kentucky Governor
Lawrence Wetherby.
Thirty-nine 4-H Club members are attending camp at the Western Kentucky 4-H
Camp at Dawson Springs.
Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells and Harry
Hampsher will leave July 13 to attend the,
Baptist Assembly Camp at Ridgecrest, N.
C.
Showing at the 95 Drive-In Theatre is
'The Silver Chalice" with Virginia Mayo,
Pier Angeli, and Jack Palance.

of personal satisfaction.
+ 4-+
After reading my recent account of the
big, 18-wheel, tractor-trailer rig and the
--wartVgsvei *Mt ttiff§t-a'ttERfetTSafrTh
the highway, a friend of mine"told me the
other day about a similar incident, but one
of cruelty, which he recently observed on
Kentucky Lake.
A.mother duck and seven little ducklings
were swimming in the lake when a
speedboat, occupied by two men apparently in their early 40's, came racing
by.
Noticing the swimming ducks as they
-passed, tffey made a sharp turn about and
proceeded to speed back and forth either
right through the little flock or right up
next to them, swamping them with the
boat's Wake. Soon four of the ducklings
were either killed or drowned.
Another boat nearby, its operator observing the sickening scene, managed to
get between the mother and the three
remaining ducks and the marauding boat
and protected them until they could reach
safety. Laughing, the two men sped away.
Now, doesn't that make your blood
pressure go up?
+++++
This week's congratulations go to
Jerlene Sullivan, the pretty wife of Murray
Country Club Pro Jimmy Sullivan on her
first hole-in-one, scored June 25 on the 155yard ( women's distance)-17th hole.
Hers was the fourth hole-in-one made by

Understanding Drug Abuse
a heath column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
When both parents and
percent are marihuana users
as compared to 24 pekcent - friends use drugs, the result
is the highest rate of adoleswho say their mothers do not
cent marihuana use found in
use - drugs.
one extensive study; 67 perThe role of friends is far
cent.
roOft—CFEltial. Among adolesoents whose fiientis report
Although the strong influthat they have not smoked
marihuana, apty71-5 percent' ence- of peer pressure on
_marihuana use is now well
use it themselves, in contrast
documented, many adolescent
to 79 percent of those whose
users are somewhat reluctant
friends report having sinoked
to accept jhe view that their
60 times or more.
behavior is a function of
The other way around, the
group pressure, perhaps beproportion of adolescents WhO
cause they feel it would be
have smoked marihuana 60
.
admission of weakness.
times or more jumps from 2- _ari
percent arrIong those whose
Afarihuana and Health, a
friends have never used 'manreport prepared by HEW's
Juana to 48 percent among
National Institute on Drug
those whose friends :OW are
Abuse, states that in current
60-times-or-more users.
studies of the various reasons

Peer Pressure Pushes Pot
How much is an adolescent's
use of marihuana affected by
(1) parental drug use. (2)
friends' drug habits, and (3)
d• combination of both? _ The_ answers are (I) a little,
(2),a - lot, and (3) the most,
according to recent studies of
drug use among young people, and of the social and psychological influences which
cause _them to use or'not to
use eltiii/S.
Parental influence is most
notable among adoleseentc,
especially girls. whose mothers
use tranquilizers. Among
adolescents who report this
form of parental drug use, 37

niembers of the Sullivan family. Witnessing her 5-wood shot straight at the pin
and into the hole were Carol Hibbard,
Frances Hulse and Betty Jo Purdom, and
she wound up with a 39 on the long back
nine of the course to go with a 44 on the
friint and a total of 83, which ain't bad for
the course-man or woman.
Husband, Jimmy, had one several years
ago on the 4-par first hole at Paxton Park
in Paducah, giving him a double eagle. Son
Lynn has a couple to his credit. He hit his
first one on the 155-yard second hole when
he was nine years old. His second one
came this year on the 125-yard 11th hole,
but, as he so often does, he was playing by
himself. Holes-in-one are not officially
recognized unless witnessed by other
players,so that one will not officially count
for Lynn, but he had the personal
satisfaction of seeing it go in the cup.
This leaves only Gary as the only
Sullivan who has not scored a hole-in-one
as yet, but "we're working on it," his
mother said. "It's just a matter of time
and he'll have one, too. He has been
mighty close lots of times."

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday,July 10,the 191st day
of 1975. There are 174giT
iailigyt in the year.
- -7*paretrightrett •
On this date in 1850, Vice President
Millard Fillmore succeeded to the
Presidency On the death of President
Zachary Taylor.
On this date:
In 1509, the Protestant reformer, John
Calvin, was born in France.
In 1553, Lady Jane Grey was proclaimed
Queen of England.
In 1871, one of the great French
novelists, Marcel' Proust, was born in
Paris.
In 1890, Wyoming became the 44th state
of the Union.
In 1953, the Soviet -chief of internal
security, Lavrenti Beria, was purged from
the Communist hierarchy in the Soviet Union.
In 1962, the Telstar communications
satellite was launched into orbit from Cape
Canaveral, Fla., relaying American television to Europe.
Ten years ago: The United States
proposed a world conference aimed at im,proving the 20-year-old international
monetary system.
•Five years ago: Israel claimed to have
shot down three Egyptian planes in fighting along the Suez Canal.
One year ago: Arab oil nations agreed to
lift their oil embargo against the
Netherlands, imposed nine months earlier
as a protest against support for Israel in
the Middle East war.
Today's birthdays: Composer Jerry
Herman is 42 years old. Writer Saul Bellow
is 60.
Thought for today: To go slowly and to
live a long time are two brothers - a Dutch proverb.

In this column are those at the write; and do not
the editorial views of The Murray Ledger Si Times.
who would like to wets their opinion on the issues discussed in this
cohann are encouraged to respond with a Utter To The Editor. I

Population Growth:
What Does It Mean?--By Paul D, Warner
Extension Sociologist
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture
We have heard predictions that we are
approaching the point of zero population
growth (ZPG) in the United States. In
support of this position observers pointed
to the rapid decline in the birth rate from
25.2 per 1,000 population in the mid-fifties
to the lowest level ever observed in the U.
S. in 1973 (14.9 per 1,000).
Now the preliminary 1974 figures show a
one percent increase in the number of
births in 1974, over 1973 ( 3,166,000 in 1974
compared with 3141,000 in 1973). The birth
rate increased from 14.9 to 15.0 per 1,000 in
the past year. To the casual bbserver this
increase appears to be contradictory'-ton
established trend of a decreasing birth'
rate in this _country.
What's happening? -1 Are we going to
larger families again? The answer is NO;
The number of children per family continues to decline. The rise in the number of
births in 1974 can be attributed to an increase in the number of women in the
childbearing ages (15-44 years), rather
than to an increase in the rate at which
women are bearing children. The number

The Murray Ledger 8z Times
The • Murrdy Ledger iS Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July.4., Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers Inc . 103 N 4th St ,
Murray, Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky
42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

They are: curiosity and ex
perience seeking; imitation
and peer influences; attainment of a state of well-being;
instant achievement; relaxation; recreation or the avoidance of boredom;psychological support to deal with pairr_
and,jliscomfort, real or imagined:- rebellion; search for
insight or purpose: quest for
a
mystical-religious, elperie nee; supposed aphrodisiac
qualities; an adaptive lifestyle
which parallels the supposed
pursuit by society at large of
"instantness" or "instant results.".

Carroll Tire Service
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
the MICHELIN'S
/0
k

Hair Dyes And Cancer

Members of the $200-million
industry_ are castiously optimistic that the trt1ing wilt
".----FRKY'thlr-thrre
from /the hair dyes of cancer in
••

'

In areas served by

carriers, S2.25 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Nor
din Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington Ky and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryeor. Tenn SI2 50 per
year By mail to other destinations, $27 50 per
year
- Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association
and
Southern •Newspoper
Publishers Association

L.NOTICE!

ARE HERE!

j
10011 111

humans, Industry researchers from users. He !sites that other
have been testing the dye ingre- observers have reported that
dients by applying the dye to the some of the hair-coloring chenci:
skin of animals, and the results cats are absorbed_ through the
have been negative for causing skin and are excreted in the percancer.
son's urine
In 1969, a Japanese scientist
found that rats fed a hair-dye inInasmuch as the question of a
grt(dient developed cancer of the possible .gatisal relationship be,
liver. (Xher researchers have tween the use of hair_ dyes and
t
wonfirmeii his -results.
cancer has been raised, growing
• In 'recent' months, Nathaniel public\ concern may result in
Shafer. .M.D , an internist, curtailment of the use of these
published a study which Showed chemicals until. the research
that 87-of 1,00 breast cancer vic-, results are more definitive.
ttrns had been long-lithe users of
permanent hair dvies. Admit- * Q Mrs. Q. 0. has a Why which
tedly. this small *rrit: of cases is was born at least one month pre-.
inconclusive hut may Serve asa- maturely. and -she wonders
warnkrig
•
-when he will'Yhttii^ utir':-M his
-• •
I ir 1itra ter trigs that atitio wand deVeltipmerii tvith babk‘s horn
.-Jutnitl N.(tune Iwioduie,,,,„„,
careful flux 'NI., (It the Won.
A Assuming that your child is

Funny Funny Wotld

SIGNS,
BUMPER
STICKERS,
GRAFITTI, ETC.
Sign on a jewelry store on Manhattan's
UPSI-WC; PkI4'..t.,tiei•- LaM1041---14 '
titer& —
Cirdtre'rririrlfa
going out of business. We've been going out
creased two percent between 1973 and
of business longer than anyone on the
1974, and according to projections, it will
block.
increase another 12 percent by 1980.
A New Orleans maternity shop adWomen from ages 20-24 account for apvertises: We Provide Accessories After
proximately one-third of all live births,
the Fact!
and this age group increased from 5.5
In Muncie, Indiana, a sign in the front
million in 1960 to roughly 8.5 million in 1970 yard of Harry L. (Bud) Gindhart,
( over 50 percent more than in 19601!
Republican candidate for Delaware
America's number of births went up last County clerk, reads, HONK IF YOU LIKE
year not because each woman is having BUD. Motorist who respond with a toot
more babies, but because there are more trigger an electronic sensor that lights up
women having babies. The women born a THANK YOU sign on Gindhart's front
during the post World War II baby boom porch.
are now in their child bearing years. And
On a Kung Fu school in Santa Monica,
although on the average they are having Calif: "12 to 1 Out to Lunge".
fewer children, the total number of babies
Rear window sticker on an automobile in
born in 1974 was greater than in 1973.
Glasgow, Scotland: "Money isn't
Thus, when examining the growth of our everything. It isn't even enough."(Gordon
population through births; it is iiiitiortfInt‘ Irving)'
to consider, both the birth rate and the
On a disabled VW in Pueblo, Colroado:
number of women having children.
"Dear Police Personj please don't ticket
Another factor in population change is this car which has ahd all sorts of
trouble
deaths. Our death rate dropped last year to - battery, clutch and things financial."
The lowest level in history (9.1 per 1,000
In the window of a second hand shop in
population). There were an estimated
Chillocothe, Mo.: IF YOU DON'T NEED
1,933,000 deaths recorded in 1974, which IT, WE HAVE IT.

I

Experts on the -subject hold
different opinions as to whether
hair dyes can cause cancer.
About 20 million Ameritans
regularly dye their hair.
Concern is growing in HEW's
National Cancer Institute, where
animal experiments are underway'(started in 1970) but will not
be conclusive for several More
years.
Quoted in a recent article in
Medical World News:University
of California's biochemist Bruce
Ames said, "If a relative asks
me, I'll Thu her I think there's
risk of cancer, but it's unproved"

was 44,000 fewer than in 1973.
Therefore, fewer deaths together with
more births contributed to an increase of
1,223,000 people in 1974.
The rate of natural increase of the
population ( the excess of births over
deaths) has dropped from 16.0 in 1954 to 5.9
in 1974 ( i.e., the population of the United
States increased in 1974 at a rate of 5.9
persons per 1,000 population). The total
population in the U. S. at the end of 1974
was estimated to be 211,400,000.
If these trends continue, the National
Center for Health Statistics predicts that
our population will reach ZPG, or a stable
level, sometime around the year 2020.

given for marihuana use b)
adolescents, 12 categories of
motivation recur.

Let's- Stay Well

By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

-

expensed
4 OPEN (Opinions
necessarily reams
Readers
FORUIVI

BLASINGAME
normal, that he has heen,getling
along well and that he was not
particularly small at birth, he
should "catch up" on his
deyelopment toward the end of
his flrst year.
Q: Mrs. F. O. wants suggesmons
.about the best way.-.V remove
calluses.
A: A callus is always`the result
of excessive, regular pressure on
the skin. The best treatment is
the avoidance
such preston.
or friction hy wearing properlt
fitted shoes or gloves ror ternporary relief of the tendernt.ss
Worn, a thkk- CflUs, it can IN ,
buffered or soaked_in ,wat.).!
at.and tfiezirCSri-;iiiffy
rfieR
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PRECISE HAWKING!
PUNCTURE PROTECTION!
LONG TREAD LIFE!
SUBSTANTIAL FoRSINI
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BIAS-PLY TIRES
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WE HAVE THE RIGHT
TIRE FOR YOU!
MICHELIN
"The 1st Steel Belted
Radial Tire."

oe.•

ASK US
ABOUT'EM!

INVENTED BY MICHELIN IN 1948

Ft

Carroll Tire Service
1

F01

Murray

7!
753-14$1 • ----
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Cessna Shopping Center
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Sensational Selection of Styles,
All of Care-free Fabrics for
Great Looks and Longwear . .

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IY
.
14
You may be attracted to an
individual who seems aloof,
indifferent. Making a gesture of
friendship could change the
situation considerably.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) :
1 14W
Creative interests stimulated.
Your ideas are not only inspirational but highly feasible.
Also favored: romance and
family concerns.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) n4
SC.
Follow up a potentially good
tip you once brushed aside —
but not impulsively or unprepared. For best results, you
MUST have a definite plan.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0
-0.
Mediocre efforts won't do now "
— especially with so much
competition about. With skillful
maneuvering, however, you
may accomplish more than you
think passible.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
AdEttstegien for tunsAvoid haste in all things,
especially in making decisions.
Look closely at all situations.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ROA.
A stimulating day! Stellar
influences give new impetus to
all worthwhile undertakings. Go
forward confidently toward
immediate objectives.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AnE
A conflict between business
and personal affairs may bring
on some tension. You can counter by isolating the essential
and getting it out of the way.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov..22) ril/e/iC
Keep emotions under stern
control. Any tendency to "fly off
the handle" could result in
serious misunderstandings.
SAGMARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3°Ieliii°
Curb an inclination to take on
more than you can reasonably
handle. You will only scatter
energies and accomplish less in
the long run.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 341
A better day for your interests
than you may realize. Waste no
time getting started, but don't
drive through, indifferent to the
reaction of others.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A notable day for presenting
new ideas; also old ones
carefully treated to get the most
good still left in them. Your
talents should shine now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(t
An inner voice may rebel
against intended action. Listen!
As the old saying goes: when in
doubt, don't.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great prgcticality, a remarkable memory
and unusual foresight. Your
business acumen is outstanding
and you could make a great
success in commercial fields
but, as a career, may prefer one
of the arts, at which you also
excel. Along these lines, music
or architecture would be your
best bets but, since you are
inclined to be somewhat
materialistic, you may not find
either of these fields lucrative
enough to suit you.'In such case,
you may well take up either as a
hobby. Unlike most Cancerians,
you love the limelight and will
do almost anything in the interest of self-exploitation.

:
I
•
•
IKE
IVE

Where
the
future
is
now

87C

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

EACH

Outstanding selection of Girls' Dresses in a bounty of
styles and fabrics. Select from six styles ill sizes 3 to 6X,
six styles in sizes 4 to 6X, and five styles in sizes 7 to
14. Lay-Away now for Back-To-School.
Ideal for cooking, camping,
spaghetti, soups, canning,

Now mild fragrance. . .

4-Fl. Oz. Bottles or
2.5-0z.(W)Tubes
I EAD &SHOULDER
SHAMPOO
REG. SAVE
97•

. Complete with sugar -

.

_

20-QUART
iilyier'S
DRINK

- ROSES LOW PRICE

WYLER'S sovr
DRINK MIX

ma

20-qt polished aluminum, catered
sauce pots that are ideal for cooking,,t
camping, spaghetti, soups, canning and
storage. Strong, rustproof aluminum
handles, snug-fitting cover, and contoured for easy cleaning.

ROSES LOW PRICE

Protects.you and your
clothes from odor...
-1.5-0z.(W.)N

$178

RIGHT GUARD
ROLL-ON
ANTI-PERSPIR ANT
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

24-oz. (net vrt.) cans of Ittyler's soft drink
mix. Complete with sugar. All you do is add
water and stir. Choose from lemonade, grape,
orange, or cherry flavors. Cool off this summer with your favorite flavor.

soft candy . . .

Cleans your mouth,
leaves vour breath fresh. . .

24-0Z.(Net Wt.)

32-FLUID OUNCES

MIDGET
ORANGE
SLICES

MCRIN PLUS..
GARGLE AND
RINSE

77c

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

MEW SONOMPLA

MICRIN
PLUS'"
CIAPOLIE •NO

MICRIN j
I PLUSa.m./ AND
RrNSE

Ji

24-oz. (not wt.) bags of Curtiss®

ROSES
LOW
' PRICE

Cleans glass and
non-glass surfaces . ..

TEXIZE°
GLASS
PLUS

9'

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

3241. oz. Micrin Plusne gargle and rinse has
an effective cleansing action with the extra
plus of a new cool, cnsp taste.

midget orange slices. Ideal for having
around the house for parties, snacks, or
kids!

Buy a 22-fl. oz. spray bottle of
Texize ® Glass Plus and get a 32fl. oz. refill free. Cleans glass,
appliances, and cabinets.

Girls
Knit
Boys

Boy's
Football

Short
Sets

Shirts

ValuetIon"
Values to $3"

Men's
Anvil

Slacks

Slacks

Values to $296

Values to Mc('

$
Values to $5"

$

Save $600

$3®

$300
LADIES DRESSES
AND PANT SUITS

LADIES DRESSES
AND PANT SUITS

Glues to $285°

1

Values to'19"
oo
Values to s21"

•

0Metriveititanlik,

Many Styles To Choose From

$1
it

00

1.5-oz. (net wt) Right Guard®
double protection roll-on antiperspirant.

bolt

Delicious and flavorable

7C

New mild fragrance • same great effectiveness against dandruff. Lotion
or hobos

24-0Z.(Net Wt.)

COVERED
SAUCE POTS

•

Metropottten Life New York N

Packages of 5
lint free . . .

Packages of 5, 11" x 11" wash
cloths. Lint free, long wearing. super
absorbent 100% cotton.

Freeda Kuykendall
753-4567 or 247-3578

eggthefutuj'CLSDOW

Packages of 4, 15-inch 13%-inch,
100% cotton ,dish cloths.

11" X 11"
WASH CLOTHS

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

=,

ucky Press
ewspoper

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

GIRLS' Sizes 3 - 14

"Zig

•

1
2
"15" X 13/
DISH CLOTHS

Values to'13"
$500

•4110
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Cubs Outslug A's In
Little League Contest

(

I

PAGE 7

Brock Oril All-Star
Not A Dodger Or Red

NEW YORK (AP)- A lastThe Cubs retained their share an unearned rim to take their Also hitting safely were Mark
Jackson, Keith Overby and
minute burst of support by
of second place in the Little final lead at 10-9.
Yankee fans has given dark
League by taking a wild 14-10
Then in the top of the fifth, the Jerry Spann.
The win gives the Cubs a 9-4
horse Craig Nettles the starting
win over the Athletics Wed- Cubs scored twice and never
spot at third base in the Amerinesday night in a makeup lost the lead again. Joel Klein season record and they are bed
can League lineup for the 1975
game. The contest was to have had a run-scoring single for the for second with the Astros, who
are also 9-4.
been played last Friday but was Cubs in that two-run fifth.
In One of the best Kentucky ahead 5-0. Tina Burkeen walked All-Star Game.
Nettles, ranked fourth a week
In the sixth, the Cubs added
rained out.
The Yanks and Pirates are League games of the season, the and later stored when Kim
ago, attracted a total of 1,181,Kim Wilson, who had three three insurance runs with Kim
fielder's
a
choice
got
Bostick
in
the
5-4
edged
Cubs
a
Yanks
and
season
the
on
10-3
both
583 votes to outdistance runnerhits in the contest, pitched one- Wilson coming up with a big
RBI. •
_
_
share the lead. The...Yanks play contest played Wednesday. _
hit ball over the laslihree- In--- two-run double.
The Cubs did all their scoring -up Sal Bando of Oakland and
Tom Gearheart went four and
in the first contest Friday night
last week's leader, Buddy Bell
flings for the Cubs and stopped
For the A's, Kelly Rogers against the A's at 6 p. m. at two-thirds innings on the mound in the fifth.
the A's on just one run. He paced the attack with three hits
Diana Duncan started the of Cleveland, according to the
for the Yanks and fanned 12
Gene Cathey Field.
struck out nine batters, the while George Bell had two.
men to pick up the win. Kim rally with a walk and Zim- voting results released Thursmaximum number possible in Marty McCuiston, Jeff Chad- In the second contest, the big Bostick worked the final-inning rfierinan followed with a single. day by the baseball commisthree innings.
wick and Johnny Robbins all one takes place as the Astros and a third and fanned four men Jerry Boggess reached on an sioners office.
The Yankee infielder, an AllThe Cubs scored three times added hits.
and Pirates tangle.
error by the Yanks' shortstop to
to pick up the save in relief.
in the top of he first with Keith
Wilson's three hits paced the- Games tonight will find the
Losing pitcher Louis Zim- score the first Cub run of the Star rookie, also was one of
three New York players to gain
Overby's double being the big Cubs while Klein, Tommy Cards and Twins playing at 6 p. merman allowed just two hits game.
hit. But in the bottom of the Workman, Darren Hooper and m. while the Reds and Cubs and fanned 11 batters in his six
Bart Washer walked to load a starting position in the 46th
first, the A's bounced right back Kevin Calvin all had two hits. meet in the nightcap.
the bases and Gene Wilferd annual event, and one of five
innings on the hill.
with four and took the lead at 4The Yanks jumped out to a 4-0 walked to force in a run and players who found themselves
3.
in the top of the third frame. trim the Yanks' lead to 5-2. top vote-getters for the first
Kelly Rogers belted a two-run
Mike Young walked and Robb) Greg Lovett then followed with time.
New York's Thurman Munson
homer in the first for the-A's.
Boyd followed with a base or a two-run single and the Cubs
the runaway favorite for
was
The ball sailed over the fence in
balls. Kim Bostick then ripped E trailed by one.
center and landed far out on the
Bostick came in and took over catcher with 2,068,535 votes, a
two-run triple and the Yanks
BELLINGHAM, Wash. (AP) give her more advice than she were off and running.
Park League Field. It was one
the mound and the Cubs were margin of 1,093,372 over Oakonly
the
Wren,
Christine
to
arguland's Ray Fosse, and teamlistens
valid
she
needs,
in
hit
homers
longest
of the
Grady Bostick walked and shut out the rest of the way.
Little League this season. Also woman in blue in professional ments from experienced stole second and Gearheart
Kim Bostick and Gearheart mate Bobby Bonds took top
in the bottom of the first, Jeff baseball, says she doesn't turn coaches.
followed with a two-run single to each had one hit for the Yanks. honors in the outfield. Other
-You have to listen," Miss make it 4-0.
Chadwick had a run-scoring the other cheek when she hears
For the Cubs, Zimmerman, newcomers to the leading lineup were outfielder Joe Ruch
blue words either from the men Wren said. "And I'd just as
single.
The Yanks added another Diana Duncan, Lovett and
and first baseman Gene Tenace
The Cubsregained the lead at on the field or the fans in the soon listen - but I don't have tally in the top of the fourth to go' Washer all hit safely. to listen to the same line
6-4 in the top of the second by stands.
part
are
words
twice."
"Four-letter
Two
runs.
more
three
scoring
Concentrating 100 per cent on
hits and an error produced the of baseball," said Wren, an umpire in the Northwest League the game in front of her is of
tallies.
The A's came right back in the past three weeks. "It paramount importance, she
their half of the second and doesn't bother me. I grew up says, explaining that, like the
scored two more to tie the with it. I've probably Cal/ed players, she mentally psyches
It was poetic jliftslinsulrebarce.
h;;T
sFit2g.421.1....Fea game.
for theLirsime
Lt
4-11s1r tyrieve doubled home the
.,..,,gme,...-44.M.,.M.ccuistiv.:s. RBI umpires
-fle•
dersfñ1Ii'thè" i1:
Ir7rirs1770eitIct. '- pro -Career and de-nered--16
you on psyc TYrurse
single was the key hit iiiite-wiff eve-a/rine.-a third-strike wild big triple.
of
inning and Sundberg
mg
advantage
Wren
26-year-old
-Miss
The
on
you're
feet.
up
dead
your
frame.
have ended the,
cracked his sixth home run in
Red Sox 9, Twins 8
The Cubs didn't score in the said when coaches argue with. Your. bounce is gone, your pitch that would
Jim Rice's two-out double in the sixth.
third but the A's posted three her, she doesn't take it person- hustle is gone and so Is your eighth 4nning and delivered a
A's 3, Indians 1
game. You owe it to the ball- twO:run single to put the Balti- the bottom of the ninth inning
runs and jumped to a 9-6 lead .ally.
the
of
Paul Lindblad
front
in
Bosman,
Orioles
Dick
more
ine;
at
he's
mad
not
be
for
to
the
"He's
with
psyched
every
players
Griffin
Doug
scored
play.
of
after three innings
California Angels 2-1 Wednes- winning run. Boston had tied and Rollie Fingers combined to
Kelly flogers had a two-run mad that his player is out," she game."
said. "On a close play, it's good 'Bill Berrer, manager of, the day night.
. the game earlier in the ninth on pitch a five-hitter for Oakland.
single in the rally.
of
bottom
the
the
in
But
It
a
his
argue.
for
to
gets
coach
"I
Bellingham
Dodgers,
said,
Cecil Cooper's pinch homer. Bosman, who started the seaIn the top of the fourth, the
think she's out there trying but eighth, the brilliant Robinson, Then Griffin delivered a pinch son with the Indians, gave up
Cubs scored three times, using players up."
Miss Wren, a native of Ya- I think there's times when she winner of 15 consecutive Gold --single and scored all the way two hits, both in the fourth.
four errors by the.A's, and tied
Cleveland didn't score until the
kima, Wash., said she still has makes up her mind before the Glove awards as the American from first on Rice's hit.
the game again at 9-9.
'third
fielding
League's
premier
ninth.
a
learn
the
to
lot
about
game,
If
just
would
develops.
she
play
Royals
6,
4
Brewers
in
try
last
one
The A's gave it
made a wild throw The A's got two runs off Eric
Don Money hammered two
the fourth. They came up with and even though most coaches wait a split second to make her baseman,
decision and not anticipate, only his second error all season solo home runs and Bobby Dar- Raich in the first on a walk,
• and the Angels promptly re- win ,hit one for the Brewers. singles by Claudell Washington
she'd do a lot better."
Miss Wren would give herself bounded for a 3-2 victory on Money led off the game with and Reggie Jackson and Joe
pretty good marks as an. unit, Dave Collins: two-run pinch his fourth homer of the season Rudi's double.
National League
triple.Tigers 6, White Sox 2
American League
and hit No. 5 in the fifth DarOre,
East
East
Bill Freehan hit a three-run
'Robtrisou's error to stall the- win's 10th homer triggered a
W L Pct. GB
'pretty'
a
done
I've
think
"I
W L Pct. GB
ittSpurgh
followed by,,four-run uprising against .piel- homer and Jack Pierce drove
,
good lob," she said. "I wouldn't-' Angell!'thighthweeia,
46 37 .55.4 - 'Philonia
BOStOn
5'
141 5,
6
.
39 .
41 3
5
a satiltlet)oyle Alexander re,,,,son Briles in the second. •
in Detroit's other three runs
44 39 .530 2
New''York
say it was exceltent, .but
43 38 .531 ‘7
-New York
Milwaukee
with a single and a grounder.
.k, placed.toss Grimsley with a 240 43 .482 11'
Louis
.51.
Rangers 4, Yankees 0
39 42 .481 6
Baltimore
2
/
39 47 .453 131
Chicago
Winston Llenas and
on
Ray
count
0
Bare scattered eight hits,
Ferguson
Jenkins
pitched
a
profesonly
the
is
"Umpiring
37 46 .446 9
Cleveland
34 45 430 15
Montreal
2
1
Detroit
36 46 .439 9/
where you have to completed the walk to pinch four-hitter for his first shutout including Brian Downing's twoWest
know
I
sion
West
57 29 663 Cincinnati .
start out perfect and work your hitter Joe Lahoud. Collins was of the season and Jim Sundberg run homer, the first runs off Ti53 31 .631. -, .Los
Oakland
Angeles 48 39 .552 91.2
ed upon to pinch hit belted a three-run homer. Tom ger pitching in 21 innings.
then called
City 46 38 .548 • T
Kansas
way up from there."
2
161
40 45 .471
San Diego

YanksIdge Past Cubs
In Kentucky Contest

Only Woman Umpire Can
Take It With The Men

Brooks Robinson Saved Game
And Then Lost It For Orioles

of Oakland.
Tenace, who like Nettles will
be playing in the game for the
first time, edged Mike Hargrove of Texas 1,241,177 votes
to 1,220,904.
The five will be joined by outfielder Reggie Jackson.. and
shortstop Bert Campaneris of
Oakland, and Rod Carew of
Minnesota, the league's No. I
with
1975
vote-getter in
3,165,614. Carew and the National League's Johnny Bench
are the only players to be elected as starters in all six years
of fan voting.
Munson has never before
been a first choice in the Allyear as a substitute for an injured Carlton Fisk. He also
appeared in the 1971 and 197:
classics.
The AL outfield contest was
the hottest, with Bonds vaulting
from third to first place in last
week's tabulation with a total
of 1,767,198 votes. He was elected the All-Star Most Valuable
Player in 1973 while a San
Francisco Giant and played in
1971, but has not previously
started.
Runnerup Jackson amassed
1,590,346 votes, while Rudi received 1,460,338.
Boston rookie Fred Lynn, a
write-in candidate, jumped
from ninth place to fourth in
the final days of voting, but
missed gaining an outfield positicin.by-44,324 ballots.
The American League' pitching staff, chosen by All-Star
manager Alvin Dark of Oakland, will include Jim 'Catfish'
Hunter of New York, Jim
Palmer of Baltimore, Nolan
Ryan of California, Steve Busby of Kansas City, Vida Blue
and Rollie Fingers of Oakland
and Jim Kaat and Rich Gossage of Chicago. .
A final-week surge of votes

-

KING EDWARD

SPECIALS

Gospel Meeting

VSEBALL STANDINGS

41 45 .477 13
Texas
S.Francisco 40 45 .4 1 161 2
1 .463 14
38 4,
Chicago
Atlanta
2 Houston
1
40 47 .460 14/
California
360 26"t
37 47 440 16
Minnesota
Wednesday's Results
Wednesday's Results
San Diego 3, Chicago 2
Boston 9, Minnesota 8
New York 2, Atlanta 1, 10 in. *
Oakland 3, Cleveland 1
n ings
Detroit 6, Chicago 2
*
Pittsburgh 3, Los Angeles 2
Texas 4, New York 0
voL.
Cincinnati 9, Philadelphia 7
Milwaukee 6, Kansas City 4
HOuston 4, Montreal 3, 10 in !or
California 3, Baltimore 2
flings
Thursday's Games
St. Louis 9, San Francisco 0 *
Texas (Perry 7 13) at Boston
Thursday's Games
(Barr 0-1), 'n)
San Diego (Freisleben 38) at *
Minnesota (Corbin 4-6) at Chicago (Bonham 8-6)
New York (Dobson 9-7), (n)
Montreal (Warthen 4.2) at At. *
Detroit (Rutile 7-5) at Kansas lanta (Sadecki 2-1 or Dal CanCity (Busby 11-6), (n)
ton 0-0), n
Baltimore (Cuellar 6-6) at
Los Angeles (Hootor, 6-81 at
California (Figueroa 7-4), (nl.
Pittsburgh (Reuss 9-6 or Kison
Only games scheduled
;4), n
7
Friday's Games Only games scheduled
Minnesota at New York, 2, (tFriday's Games
n)
San Francisco at Chicago
Tees at Boston, (n)
New York ,at Cincinnati, 2, t-n
Detroit at Kansas City, (n)
San Diego at Pittsburgh, 1, 1- ir
Chicago at Milwaukee, (n)
Cleveland at California, (n)
Montreal at Atlanta, n
Baltimore at Oakland, (n)
Los Angeles at St. Louis, n

lifted Jim Wynn of the Los Angeles Dodgers into the National
League's All-Star line-up, announced Wednesday.
Wynn overtook Del Unser of
the New York Meta, who had
been leading for the third starting berth in the outfield.
He joins Pete Rose oi Cincinnati and Lou Brock of the St.
Louis Cardinals in the NL outfield. Other NL starters are
first baseball Steve Garvey of
Los Angeles, Most Valuable
Player in last year's game;
Dave Concepcion of Cincinnati
at shortstop, Roy Cey of Los
Angeles at third base and Johnny Bench of Cincinnati as
catcher.
Manager Walt Alston named
a nine-man pitching staff earlier this week, selecting Andy
Messersmith, Don Sutton and
Mike Marshall of the Dodgers,
Tom Seaver and Jon Matlack
of the Mets, Tug McGraw of
Philadelphia, Phil Niekro of Atlanta, Randy Jones of San
Diego and Jerry Reuss of Pittsburgh. AL reserves will be announced late today and NL reserves on Friday.

Wilford Heflin
Outstanding Evangelist

July 6-11
Each Evening at 7:30

NIP

New Concord
Church of Christ

Ist*****************************************************

975Murray-Callowa
County Jaycee

1975 Dotson Station Wagon
to be given away
MONDAY,JULY 14, 1975
5:00 P. M.- 4-H Rabbit Show
7:00 P. M.- Official Opening

Saturday, July 19
Donated by Murray Datsun,Inc.

WEDNESDAY,JULY 16, 1975
10:00 A. M.- Jersey Cattle Show
5 00 P. M. - Open Rabbit Show
7:30 P. M.- Nation-wide Demolition Derby

e--

The
Open
Bible

FRIDAY,JULY 18,1975
io:00 A. M.-Beef Cattle Shows
.
7:30 P. M.- Roller Derby
INTERNATIONAL SKATING DERBY PRESENT

Test read it today!
This remarkable red letter KJV Bible
has all the study aids and textual helps
you'll need to learn more than ever
before. 1,728 pages ofi'text, references
and facts at your fingertips, to make
understanding Scripture interesting
and enjoyable ... even fun! Test read
it today. In cloth and leather bindings, with free Owner's Cluide, from
just $12.95.

FREE
demonstrations
now at...

*
*

TUESDAY,JULY 15, 1975
moo A. M. Holstein-Friesian Cattle how
7:30 P. M.- Motorcycle Races -

HUNDERBIR S VS. BOMBERS
SATURDAY,JULY 19, 1975
10:00 A. m.- Horse & Mule Pulling
(Weigh in 6 a. m.-9 a. m.
A. M.- Farm Bureau Day
.10:00

Ronnie Whop
--

ALL GIRL

6:00P. M.-4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:30 P. M.-Ronnie Milsap Show

Reserved Tickets maybe obtained from. . . Peoples Bank,
Bank, of Murray, Long John

THE CHRISTIAN BOOK CENTER
808 Chestnut Murray:14:T
Phone /53442*purt9-6 Mon

THURSDAY,JULY 17, 1975
:00 P. M.- Kiddies Day

vers,
"Mese tickets includes admission
- LIL, Lirtwweitrapewhalisaantylov4;1(4-.........-
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Murray Shrine Club Tourney
Expected To Attract Big Field

Los AnNational
)-up, an-

Unser of
who had
ird startd.
)i Cincinf the St.
NL outters are
arvey of
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s game;
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y of Los
;rid Johnmati as

n named
itaff earng Andy
tton and
Dodgers,
Matlack
Craw of
tro of Atof San
; of Pittsill be and NL re-

QUALIFY FOR TOURNEY — Bobby Film (left) and Kevin D'Angelo qualified for the Kentucky PGA Championship in Frankfort by placing in the top two in a tourney held last weekend in Paducah. Re shot on 83
and won the 14-15 group while D'Angelo had a 76 and was second in the 16-17 age division. The Frankfort
tovornty will begin July 14.

Oosterhuis Tames Course To
Race To Lead In British Open
By ROBERT JONES .. lead. Also bogeing No. 18 were
Oosterhuis and Irwin.
AP Sports Writer
The consensus among the
Scotland
CARNOUSTIE,
(AP)—Carnoustie's 7,065-yard, players was that the course
par-72 championship course is a was relatively docile Wednes"sleeping giant," according to day. But all of them were wary
Hale Irwin, the 1974 U.S. Open .. about what could happen if the
wind — so far scarcely strong
champion.
And anyone hoping to win the enough to ruffle the flags dotBritish Open title, and the $16,- Ung the course — should sud500 that goes with it, must be denly blow in from the sea.
It was the menacing back
praying the giant doesn't wake
nine, particularly Nos. 10, 15
up.
Peter Oosterhuis, the tall and 18, that caused ruffled
. 1..ja_varite.,...444,14...s4r.:_bl.910
.....,___‘__....4„...14.440
RM
noustie Wednesday with a tour- proved the graveyard for a
under-par 68 to gain the lead in sheaf of first-round hopefuls.
the field of 153. But Jack Nick- There were 36 birdies on the
laus, the hot favorite, also front nine, but just 19 on the
tamed this famed course, and back nine.
Two more casualties 'of No.
stands just one stroke back go18 were defending champion
ing into today's second round.
Tied with Nicklaus were Ir- Gary Player'of South Africa
win, Australians Jack Newton and Liang-Huan Lu, the cheerand Bob Shearerr, and South ful Taiwan golfer who has been
Africans Andries Oosthuizen a favorite of fans here since he
-came in second in 1971.
and David Huish.
Both found their way into the
. Almost without exception, the
leaders came to grief on the burn.
After today's round the field
very last hole — a 448-yard,
par four split twice by a loop- of 153 will' te cut to the top 80
ing burn that cuts across the for the third round Friday. The
fairway and again just in front top 60 will then play the final
round Saturday.
of the green.
Despite the favorable condi.Nicklaus, firing on all cylindgrs. Was five under par at one tions, only 38 players were able
lege but fired a bogey on the to beat or match- par Wednesfinal hole to lose a share of the day. They include Americans

. „plivez.4.
an.j.,owte

C and

A huge field of golfers is
expected to converge on
Murray August 9 and 10 when
the seventh annual Murray
Shrine Club Invitational Golf
Tournament is held.
Last year, the tourney field
was so large that both the
Murray Country Club and the
Oaks Country Club Were used
for the 36 hole event. A total of
334 golfers finished last year's
tourney.
Expected to be back are Pat
Nanney and Wally Young.
Nanney, a popular golfer
from Sharon, Tn., won last
year's Shrine Championship
Flight by posting a 148. He won
over Dick Browr, of Paducah by
five strokes.
Young, a former member of
the Murray State golf team,
burned the course last year in a
one-under par 143. Young
posted rounds of 74 and 69.
Jerry Caldwell of the Oaks
Country Club finished second in
the Guest Championship Flight
with a 144.
Mike Baker is the tournament
chairman for this year's Shrine
Club Tournament. Baker said
the primary purpose of the
tourney is to benefit crippled
_children. Proceeds from the

Alan Tapie and Danny Edwards, at 70, and Johnny Miller, George Burns, Ray Floyd,
Tom Watson and John Mahaffey, at 71.
Americans at par 72 were
Eddie Pearce, Hubert Green,
John Jacobs and Mark Pfeil.
Tom Weiskopf, the 1973 British Open winner, started today's play at one over par 73,
Heads List
while Arnold Palmer was
among those at 74. Lee TreHAMILTON, Mass. (AP.) —
vino winner
of the British World champion Bruce David.32211110494.41ma44611.
Irift—oP-1.Yrdorrellikr- Ptr:-TreweW
back at 76 and in need of a the list of six riders named
strong round to survive the cut Thursday to the U.S. EquestFOOTBALL
rian Team's three-day squad
PHILADELFHIA — The short list for the Pan-American.
Philadelphia Eagles of the Na- Games in Mexico 'City Oct.
tional Basketball Association 1626.
traded running back Norm
Whitney Stone, chairman .of
Bulaich to the Miami Dolphins the Equestrian Games Comfor an undisclosed draft choice. mittee of the U.S. Olympic
GREEN BAY, Wisc. — Green Committee, annqunced the
Bay Packer running back Mac- team_
Arthur Lane was traded to the
The other five named are KeKansas City Chiefs for an un- vin Freeman of Portland, Ore.;
disclosed draft pick.
Tad Coffin of Strafford, Vt.;
„ CINCINNATI — Cincinnati Beth Perins of South Strafford,
Bengals quarterback Greg Cook Vt.; Mary Ann Tauskey of New
was sent on waivers to the Vernon, N.J., and Tad ZimmerKansas City Chiefs.
man of Newtown Square, Pa.

A

FARMS
Home Grown

30',

'
lb

Bell Peppers

304

lb.

Open 8:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
m. everyday but Monday

I

the Shrine Division and seven
flights in the Guest Division.
has
Baker
Presently,
received-over 250 entrees for the
tourney. He said the goal is
between 300 and 350.

EveniNhen Seaver. Wasn't In
Shape He Was Tough On Braves

The entry fee for the tournament is $30 and that includes
two days of golf plus a dinner
dance August 9 at the Murray
State Student Union Ballroom.
For non-golfers wishing to
attend the dance, separate
tickets can be purchased.
"There are already 150 rooms
booked in local motels," Baker
said. "This tournament will be
bringing a lot of money into the
local economy."
Over $3,500 worth of prizes
will be given away in this year's
tourney.
Smiley Wilson and the
Wilburn Brothers will be back
again this year to provide entertainment plus the alwayspresent clowns will be around
the first tee to "assist" golfers.

ants 9-0; the Houston Astros scored Dave Winfield and Brent
nipped the Montreal Expos 4-3 Strom checked Chicago on six
in 10 innings; the Cincinnati hits through eight innings, leadReds whipped the Philadelphia ing San Diego over the Cubs.
Phillies 9-7; the Pittsburgh Pi- The loss sent Chicago reeling to
rates trimmed the Los Angeles its fifth straight defeat, matchDodgers 3-2 and the San Diego ing the Cubs' longest losing
Padres tripped the Chicago streak of the season.
Cubs 3-2.
Cardinals 9, Giants 0
Willie Davis and Ron Fairly
pounded home runs and Ted
Simmons collected four hits,
leading St. Louis and John Denny over San Francisco. Backed
Ed Chrisman and Betty Jo over A. W. Simmons and Sue
by a 15-hit attack, Denny coastof Overby.
"He's been pitching great all ed to his fourth victory with an Purdom will meet the team
Rainey
and
First round matches found
Landolt
Gene
eight-hitter.
who
year," said Rusty Staub,
the
of
Overbey and Janet
finals
the
Don
in
Apperson
Astros 4, Expos 3
hit the game-winning homer In
Cesar Cedeno's run-scoring Night Owl Mixed Doubles Housden winning 8-4 over Don
the 19th. "If we had gotten him
Murray Country Keller and Debris Hall. Buddy
a few runs in some other single in the 10th gave Houston tonight at the
Farris and Jennye Sue Smock
games, he'd have even more its triumph over Montreal. Club.
ad- won 8-5 over John Hall and
Purdom
and
Chrisman
innings,
Pt
after
3-0
Trailing
victories than he has."
the finals by Nancy Walston.
Seaver's 13th victory of the Houston finally caught up when vanced into
Apperson and
Walt
defeating
home
sixth
his
hit
Rader
Doug
despite
season was gained
In another first round match,
Landolt and
8-3.
Farris
Sandy
out
one
with
run of the season
some frustration and pain.
Sam Housden and Mary
to
advanced
Apperson
Rainey
t
in the ninth inning off starter
a ;444troublet
i had
sm4,b4Asm,N._
e
4-1
hitaE--"
'
1. 1-talr.-17on bet/till Afr theltials—by tiotnhfurtl-4,ever'ii"
rfirtieaking ba Over, acLots Keller. Ron
Rosemary Humphrey and
knowledged the right-hander. Wilbur Howard with a pitch to Eddie Hunt and
Beshear and Patsy Dennison
"Me and ( catcher Jerry) Grote open the 10th and Greg Gross Warner.
won 8-5 over Charlie Warner
In second round matches
sacrificed. The Expos elected
•
laughed about it."
Linda Hunt.
and.
Gene
night,
Wednesday
About the slipped baseballs: to pitch to C,edeno and he sin- played
Rainey Apperson
Semifinals in the consolation
"At one' time, home plate urn- gled to score Howard and gve Landolt and
won 8-2 over Charles Walston bracket begin at 6:313 p. m.
pire Shag Crawford came out the Astros their fourth victory
and Corine Stripling. In another tonight with finals set for 7:45 p.
and asked me if the balls were in a row.
second round match, Eddie m.
Reds 9, Phillies 7
too slick for me."
Johnny Bench drilled a game- Hunt and Rosemary Warner,
Seaver, who has been pitchGENERAL .
E. W. Dennison
Mg lately with some tenderness tying home run and bave Con- won 8-4 over
. OMAHA, Neb. — Jockey
Simmons.
Edwina
and
gothe
home
singled
cepcion
the
soaking
sat
in his shoulder,
The doubles finals are set for Mike Phelps, 22, of Sioux Falls,
painful arm in ice after the ahead run as sizzling Cincinnati
& D., died of injuries sustained
p. m. tonight.
5:45
game. "I was advised to do it scored five times in the eighth
Brad in a June 18 riding accident at
doubles,
junior
the
In
Bench
Philadelphia.
beat
to
precautionary
by doctors as a
walloped his 18th homer lead- Boone and Kevin Ray won the Ak-Sar-Ben.
measure," Seaver noted.
trig off to pull the Reds into a 5- title by defeating Mark Overbey
League
In the other National
and 6games, the St. Louis Cardinals 5 tie. Tony Perez, who earlier and Ashley Smock 6-4, 3-6
blanked the San Francisco Gi- hit a two-run homer, then sin- 4.
In the girl's semifinal play,
gled and one out later moved to
second on Cesar Geronimo's in- Patty McIntosh and Katherine
Seim:risers WWI have net
Simmons won 6-1 and 7-5 over
field hit.
Concepcion drove home Perez Susan Stripling and Robyn Ray. received their kome-delivered
with a single to left, giving the In the finals, Candy Jackson copy of The Murray Ledger 1
Reds a 6-5 lead. Dan Driessen and Robyn Burke won 6-2 and 6- Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
and Pete Rose singled home 2 over McIntosh and Simmons
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
Also Wednesday night, there p. in. and 6 p. in. to insure
two more runs and Ken Griffey's sacrifice fly capped the was play in the consolation of delivery of the newspaper.
rally, giving the Reds their 15th the Night Owl Mixed Doubles. Calls must be placed before 6
In a qualification round
victor) in the last 17 games
.
and a 9 -game lead over Los match, Charlie Warner and
Linda Hunt won an 8-4 match
Angeles in the West.
Pirates 3, Dodgers 2
Bruce Kison and Dave Giusti
We cordially invite everyone to enjoy on/‘
combined on an eight-hitter and
Richie Hebner drove in two
the finestfoods at the lowest possible prices.
runs to help Pittsburgh beat
Los Angeles. Loser Andy Messersmith, 12-6, fell behind 1-0 in
the second inning when Willie
Stargell walked, took second on
Hwy. 641 North
Paris, Tenn,
a wild pitch and scored on a
single by Hebner.
Ron Smith and Richard Hornsey,co-owners
. Padres 3,Cubs 2
Opel Smith, Manager
Hector Torres' tie-breaking
single in the fourth inning
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Baseballs slipped out of Tom
Seaver's hand. His shoulder
hurt. And he couldn't get his
curve ball over. He had all
kinds of problems pitching to
the Atlanta Braves.
And the Braves had all kinds
of problems hitting him.
Even when he's troubled, the
New York Mets' finest pitcher
is hard to beat and he proved it
Wednesday night with a classy,
gsition over Atlanta in 10
2-11nidnec
i1

Night Owl-Tennis Play
To Have Finals Tonight

Miss Your Paper?

On Poor Farm Roa
mile West of Nor
th 16th St.

CHECK PRESENTATION — Mac Fitts of the Murray Optimist Cub presents a check for $50 to the Blue
Hornets softbaH team. From left to right are Jann Washer, Kim Jenkins, Roily Lovins, Suzanne Pitman, Jenny Lorin:, Teresa Dick and Mac Fitts.

Plans Being Made For
Great Lakes Tourney
vians are progressing as the
time draws near for the Great
Legion
Regional
Lakes
Baseball Tournament. The pretournament banquet will be
held at 6:30 p. m. Tuesday
night, August 19, at the Student
Union Building at Murray State
University.
Hillman Lyons of Murray will
be the principal speaker for the
banquet. Hillman has spent
many years in pro baseball and
his knowledge of the game
along with hit many experiences should make an in-

teresting evening. He will show
a film of the 1974 World Series.
Many other VIPS are expected to atterid. The Governor
has been invited and tournAment officials !lope his
schedule will permit' him to
First'' District
attend.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
has already accepted an invitation.
County Judge Bob Miller and
Mayor Scott will also be invited.
The players and teams who are
participating will be joined by
the umpires and perhaps some

major league scouts.
The Championship Legion
team of 1956 will be honored
guests. Tickets for the event'
will be $6.00 and may be purchased after August 1.
Albert J. (Rusty I Szcesny of
Auburn Heights, Michigan, will
be the national representative
and director of the tournament.
Cleo Sykes of Murray and
Department Baseball Commissioner for the state of
Kentucky will be assistant
national representative and
assistant director.
William Boyd, President of
People's Bank, is serving as
advance ticket sales chairman
has announced that he is now
receiving orders for ticket
licioks for the tournament. The
books contain 15 tickets and
may be purchased for $10.00.
The tickets are transferable.
You may order these by mailing
Your rhea or money order to:

)
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number

For The Residents of Muzray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call

Great Lakes Regional,
American Legion Baseball
Tournament, P. 0. Box 470,
Murray, Ky.12071.
PP

**

Again, the tournament will be
played at both clubs this year
with golfers playing 18 holes at
each club. Golfers will be
flighted by first round scores.
There will be three flights in

Kay's Steak House

Tomatoes
n Derby

tourney will go to the Crippled
Childrens Hospital in Louisville.
Baker said that over $10,000
has been raised for the hospital
since the Murray tournament
began

1
:-Iibet
,

July Clearance

Sport Coats
50% off
Dress Suits
50% off
Dress Shirts
50% off
300/0 to 50% off
Dress Pants
Sport Shirts
50% off
/0 to 50% cff
Leisure Suits
250/
Jeans oil
1 2 price
/
Buy I Get 2 Free - 3 Tier
Ties
V2 price
Swimwear
25°A) off
Belts
Shoes
25% off
All Sales Cash and Final
Sale
Sale
No Exchanges or Refunds
42::)C111

The Store for Men
Your Authorized Botany SOO Dealer

-- Defending
Era deL.Desgno won the 16th Marblehead,
Mass.-to-Halifax ocean race.

1,.

MILMIE

4c1
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Funerals
Rites Set Friday
For Mrs. Houston
Funeral services for Mrs.
Gussie Houston of Murray
Route Three will be held Friday
at four p.m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Glen Cope and Rev.
Harold Smotherman officiating.
Pallbearers will be Charles
Gibson, Terry Gibson, James
Bogard, David Bogard, Bob
Kirks and Larry Nance, all
grandsons.
Burial will be in the Ledbetter
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mrs. Houston, age 84, died
Wednesday morning at her
home. Stie is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Troy Bogard,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby Nance,
Murray Route Three, and Mrs.
Earl Ware Gibson, Dublin;
two sons, Noble Kirks, Dearborn, Mich., and R. C. Colson,
Grosse Pointe Woods, Mich.;
eleven grandchildren; twentyfour great grandchildren; three
great great grandchildren.

Marshall Eddings
Of Coldwater Dies
Wednesday Evening

1.
- ,••

Thurmond Joins
Health Center
Staff In Ohio

Ruling May Cause Second Look
At Potential Convention Sites

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
The Fulton County (Ohio)
Democratic
and Republican naHealth Center has announced
the addition to its staff of a tional committees may have to
former Murray resident, Dr. take a second look at potential
James D. Thurmond, a sites for their national conventions because of a ruling
from the Federal Election Commission.
ruled
The commission
Wednesday that the national
political conventions can't accept free services from private
industryleyond what those corporations would be willing to
offer any other gathering. According to that ruling, the free
automobiles and buses and the
free beer and soft drinks always in plentiful supply at past
presidential nominating conventions will be missing in 1976.
The two national chairmen,
Mary Louise Smith of the ReDr. James D. Thurmond
publicans and Robert S. Strauss
podiastrict who is a physician of
the Democrats, were not
and surgeon of the foot.
available for comment on the
Dr. Thurmond, the son of Mr. ruling.
and Mrs. James W. Thurmond
The commission ruled that
of 1206 Olive Street and brother
the parties could accept free
of Mrs. Betty Ryan of 518 Broad
services from state and municiStreet, did his undergraduate
pal governments although it
work at Murray
State specifically warned against usUniversity where he received a ing
them as conduits for corpoB. S. degree in biology and
rate donations.
chemistry in 1969. He received
The ruling could influence
his D.P.M. degree in 1973 from whether the Democrats'
choose
the Ohio College of Podiatric to hold their convention in New
Medicine in Cleveland.
York City or Los Angeles.
Dr. Thurmond and his family *Madi.son Square
Garden in New
live in Defiance, Ohio, where he York
is privately owned and
has offices.
thus could not be offered rentfree to the Democrats. The convention hall in Los Angeles is

Marshall Eddings, age 72, Olf
Coldwater; died Wednesday at
9:20 p. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was a retired employe of the
Merit Clothing Co. of Mayfield.
Mr. Eddings is survived by
his wife, Myrtls.4. and _two.
Iniliftet5,15Wliedrib1U'e5indiffe or
-craTighretY,'M'ts tOTOTIM
fered rent-free.
Humphreys of Sedalia Rd.,
Under the commission ruling,
Mayfield and Mrs. Patricia
the City of New York could
Adams of Coldwater. He is also
rent Madison Square Garden,
survived by three sisters„Mrs.
paying the normal rate,.and
Mary Nance, Mrs. Ezellne
Bill Boston, sot: of Mr. and
then offer to let the Democrats
English and Mrs. Norene Mrs. Fil R. Boston of
Murray,
McClure, all, of Mayfield, and was one of eight hundred of the use it for free. But somebody,
three brothers, Noblin Eddings, nation's top high school either the city or the DemoTerre Haute, Ind., Virgil Ed- students with demonstrated crats, would have to pay for
dings, CypressvWe, Fla., and aptitudes for engineering or use of the hall.
All five cities under considerMaurice Eddings, Mayfield; -.- Science who participated in the
Three grandchildren also second annual Naval Academy
survive:
Dave
Celaya, Engineering-Science Seminar
Mayfield, Mrs. Hal Higgins, and Workshop at Annapolis, Homecoming Scheduled
Mayfield, and Miss Lisa Md., during June.
Adams, Coldwater.
More than three thousand At Jeffrey Cemetery
Mr. Eddings was a member of young men between 15-17 years
the First Baptist Church of old from across the country
Jeffrey Cemetery, located
Mayfieki and of the Woodmen of competed for invitations to about five miles east of Dexter
the World society.
attend the five-day workshop. on Highway 1346, will have its
Funeral services will be held Final selection was based on- a annual homecoming on Sunday,
at 2 p. m. Saturday in student's performance in the July 13, with Rev. William
the Roberts Funeral Home Preliminary Scholastic Ap- McKinney to speak about 11:30
chapel in Mayfield with Rev. titude Test and the National a.m.
Following worship services a
John Huffman and Rev. Bill Merit Scholarship Qualifying
basket lunch will be spread.
Riley offficiating. Burial will be Test.
in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
During the seminar, students Persons interested in the
Friends may call at the had the opportunity to receive upkeep of the cemetery are
funeral home after, 2 p. m. professional instruction from asked to bring their donations
Friday.
Academy faculty members in on Sunday or mail them to Cleve
the fields of engineering, Parrish, Route One, Dexter.
Outland Cemetery To
computer science, physics,
chemistry, mathematics and
Have Annual Meeting
LADIES NIGHT SET
environmental science.
Ladies Stag night will be held
The annual meeting Of the Laboratory facilities were
Monday, July 14, at 6:30 at the
Outland Cemetery will be held available.
Oaks Country Club. Hostesses
Wednesday, July 16, at the
will be Nell Tackett, Doris
cemetery with Bro. Harold
Rose, Eleanor Miller, Mable
Lassiter of Cadiz as the
Gallager, Barbara McCuiston,
speaker.
Barabara Cothran, Doll RedA basket lunch will be spread
•
dick.
at noon. Persons are asked to
bring or send their donations for
the cemetery upkeep to Mrs
A gospel singing will be held
MOVIE TONIGHT
Betty 0. Vinson, treasurer, 2011 at the Pleasant Valley Church
movie
Cash's
Johnny
Gatesborough, Murray, Ky.
of Christ on Sunday, July 13, at
will
be
ROAD"
"GOSPEL
two
p. m.
ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
Regular services will be held shown here tonight at the First
HOW TO KILL IT.
at the church with Sunday Assembly of God Church, S.
IN ONE HOUR,
Strong, quick-drying T-4-L checks
School at ten a. m. and 16th and Glendale, at 7:30 p.m.
itch and burning or your 59, bank
at any drug counter. Then. in 3-5
preaching services at eleven a. Pastor Jerry Hendley_ invites
days watch infected skin •tough
m. with Bro. Connie Wyatt as the public to attend this special
off. Watch HEALTHY skin appear!
film about the life of Christ.
NOW at Holland Drug CamPanY
the 'speaker.

Bill Boston

Participates
In Seminar

Gospel Singing
Will Be field At
'Pleasant Valley

Thursday, July 10

Lemonade Pr
4
1 lb. Pure Ground Beef Burger
Lett., new.
onty554

9"

Licensing Of
Private Colleges
To Be Required

Special Services
Slated Saturday
At Brooks Chapel

POLY 780
N4,
1

11
(5

Whitewalls at
Black Wall
Prices

4 Ply Polyester
Cord • White-Walls

*$2295

Go First Class
Now and Save
On Steel Radials

ACR(

1 Inquire
1 Initial
9 Policerr
(slang)
12 Atterno
13 Angry
14 Room ir
15 Hindu c
16 Anon
17 Recent
18 Moray
20 Domest
22 Among
21 Sweet p
25 Coin
28 Insane
29 Range o
know led
30 Foot len
31 Part of f•
33 Diminisl
31 Foggy
35 Transgre
36 Beam
38 Length c
step
39 Number
40 Title of 4,
11 Musical
13 Ultimo(
14 Drink sic
46 Quotes
48 Electnitie
particle
51 Exist
52 Pays 4,ttf
53 Possess
54 F ootlike
fierlistorenOnt
56 Born

DOWN

1 Unit of Si
currency
2 Ocean
3 Variegate
Changing
patterns

•

gq-A

6 Months to pay
With approved Credit

RADIAL
TIRE
SALE

RADIAL SPRINT
A STEEL

•2 Steel Belts
•78 Series Design
*White Sidewalk
'Radial Rayon
Cord Plys
*

BELTED RADIAL TO
FIT MOST IMPORTED CARS.
•2

Steel Belts •Radial Polyester
Cord Plys•Black SidewallaMetric
Sizes .4L

155R-12
$29"
145R-13
$32"
155R-13 •
$329'
165R-13
$36°'
165R-14
$37"
155R-15
165R-15 $3900

Front-End
Alignment
Special!

•

346.0047 50
146,30.4730
$46 5047 SO
$45

Set Camber, Caster,
and Toe Inspect
front-end parts

GR78-15 144°'
HR78-15 $4675
JR78-15 $49"
LR78-15 $5302

LUBE 8. Ott
CHANGE

39
BRAKE
OVERHAUL
•fhire Ceuot
.4,0 f1,4t1 CVO hilM,
▪
bes,^0 1"11•00
$
tooth

4995

SHOCK ABSORBERS
4 Shocks Installed
438°
Thru-Way

AIR SHOCKS

'54'5

for fast in-the-fieldservice

42, .
11S'. uric
It,
,
21'. mi
v.
.
anc
• • 4,
IP. uric
.

Shop Ewing
Tire Service
- C

-

WAi
IF

5EE
SEA(

All Tire Prices Plusf.E.T. of $1"-$3"
Heavy Duty

Disc Brakes
.Per Pair Installed
Sfi htl
Hi her

• • 1/
2•1,,
•

YOU
YOU
1

2995

as

ER78-14 $40"
FR78-14 $42"
GR78-14 $4402
HR78-14 $4675

Prices of stock of local inter,i
EDT, today, furnished to the
&
Times by First of Michigan r ant,
Murray. are as followsUS Homes
Kaufman & Broad .
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly clerk
Union Carbide
W R Grace
r r;
Texaco
26'y -.4,, a
General Elec. ....•.
GAF.Griap.•
Geargigierr•""7.".....t.
,
s-t•-•*;+Z 4/10"..3217."
i'fitpr
2,,
Jim Walters
Worsch
1 ilsneN
Pltrilin Mint

Cross

NO MONEY DOWN

BR78-13

Purchase Area
Hog Market

WASH!
18 month
of his wo
dercover
Revenue.
as Sally I
gler Loun
He wai
who migl
IRS agen
Lauderda
way he
heard in b

$2495 MA

,

$3595

LODGE TO MEET
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at
the lodge hall on Friday, July
11, at 7:30 p.m. Bruce Wilson,
lodge master, urges all masons
to attend.

nc
ea

°II
E78-14 F78-14

$2395

Sunday, July 13, at the First
United Methodist Church.

Airco.
Amer Motors.
Ashland Oil...
A. T. &T
Boise Cascade,
Ford . . f4".
Gen. Motors
- Gen. 11re
Goodrich .
Gulf Oil.
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer .
Tappan .
Western Union
..24011b
•

vague and lax. It requires lobbyists to make only one report
The Murray City Park
— within 30 days after the legpavilion
at North Eighth and
islative session every two
Payne Streets Will be the scene
years.
of the Mini Vacation Bible
School to be held starting
Monday,July 14,and continuing
through Friday, July 18.
Hours of the school will be
from nine to 10:30 am, and
children, ages six to eleven, are
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. invited to attend, according to
( AP) — The immediate licens- Mrs. Richard Henninger,
ing of all private colleges in the director of the Baptist Young
state will be required as the re- Women of the Blood River
sult of a vote Wednesday by the Baptist Association, who will
Kentucky Council on Public conduct the school.
Higher Education. Action came at the closing
session of a two-day meeting at
Western Kentucky University.
The requirement would cover
all "colleges, institutions or
other agencies which award degrees, diplomas or other statements of recognition purporting
Special fellowship services
to indicate a level of college attaintment beyond the com- will be held at the Brooks
pletion of secondary school," a Chapel United Methodist
Church on Saturday, July 12, at
council spokesman said.
The licensing provision also seven p.m. with Bro. Julian
covers out of state educational Warren as the speaker._
The services will open with
agencies operating in Kenthe prayer vigil followed by
tucky, the spokesman added.
He said the council also au- special singing and open witthorized its staff to draw up nessing.
Sunday School will be held at
legislation covering rbusiness
colleges offering degrees. The ten a.m.on July 13 with worship
proposal would be placed be- services at eleven am. with
fore the 1976 General Assem- Bro. Warren, pastor, as the
speaker.
bly.

ONLY ONE WEEK LEFT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE SALE PPICES

"For My Eyes Roth Seen"
will be the subject of the sermon
by Dr. James Fisher at the 8:45
and 10:50 a. m. services on
Paul Shahan will direct the
music with Mrs. Richard
Farrell at the organ.
Supper for both the Senior and
Junior High United Methodist
Youth Fellowship groups will be
at seven p. m. Sunday at the
church.. The Senior group will
meet at four p. m. to go to St.
Leo's Catholic Church to attend
Mass at 4:30 p. m. and return to
the church at 5:30 p. m. for the
program discussion. The Junior
group will meet at 5:30 p. m. al
the church.
Dr. Beulah E. Miller will be
the speaker at the meeting of
the United Methodist Men to be
held at social hall of the church
on Wednesday, July 16, at 6:30
p. m. Supper will be served.

Bement questioned the requirement for filing a detailed
report on a quarterly basis.
He also doubted the logic of
the requirement for more"
frequent reports during a legislative session.
Bement also commented:
"It does appear to be somewhat ridiculous to require . a
person who may be registered
as a lobbyist — but who is not
engaging in lobbying — to wear
a tag when in almost any state
building regardless of his mo„gve.for being there."
He was referring to a section
he said requires this whenever
the lobbyist is in a building
containing a legislative, executive or administrative office.
"Regardless of intent, this
section as written would prohibit any lobbyist from entering
almost any state building...without the wearing of the
issued tag," he said. "We doubt
this to be the intent but if so,
we feel such a requirement to
be unreasonable and discriminatory."
Another version of lobbyist
control has been offered by
Common Cause, the self-proclaimed citizens lobby.
The public hearing in the
Senate chamber was sparsley
attended. Twelve persons were
scheduled to testify.
Kentucky's current statute on
lobbyists has been criticized as

BETTER HURRY!

Prices of stocILs of local interest. at n.41
today furnished to the Ledger- & Ta
I M Simon Co. are as follows

Homemade Cake with
Homemade Ice Cream Only 55'

At

FAIR EXHIBITS
Persons having items to
exhibit at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair may bring them to
the Exhibition Center starting
Saturday at two p.m. through
Sunday and Monday. Persons
will be at the Center to accept
the exhibits and for information
call any member of the Murray
Jaycees.

STOCK MARKET

Only

Only

lc fund raising telethon are contributions subject to the Campaign Reform Act of 1974,
which imposes a $25,000 ceiling
on the amount that any individual can contribute in one year.
Air time for the telethon
scheduled for July 26 and 27 is
estimated to cost $1.5 million
which must be paid in advance.
The commission ruling would
prohibit the Democrats from
raising that money with a few
large loans which then would
be repaid from the telethon
proceeds.
In anticipation of an unfavorable ruling the Democrats have
been raising money in smaller
chunks and now have collected
neErly $800,000.

Dr. Fisher Gives
Topic For Sermon

US 1-227O350 lbs
US 1-3300-450 lbs
US 2-3450-620 lbs
US 2-3 300-50n Ihs

Fried Chicken - Baked Beans
Macaroni Salad - Roll

All the Pancakes
You Can Eat

A Service of Installation for
elders, deaconesses, deacons,
church officers, functional
committee chairpersons, every
member commitment chairman, hopes and dreams
chairman, Christian Women's
Fellowship chairman, and
Christian Men's Fellowship
chairman will be held Sunday,
July 13, at 10:45 a. m. at the
First Christian Church.
Dr. David C. Roos will be the
speaker and will also give a
children's sermon before the
main sermon. Mrs. William
Porter is choir director and
Gary Galloway is organist.
Ken Kellar will be worship
leader with Paul Austin as
candle lighter. Elders serving
will be Walt Apperson and
Johnny Reagan.
The deacons serving will be
HenryFulton,Terry Canupp, B.
D. Hall, John Ford Hall,
Dawktoiceiali.
and Steve Shaw.
Greeters will be Mrs. M. C
Ellis, Mrs. Henry Fulton, and
Henry Holton.
Sunday at 5:30 p. m. a
training session for all those
incoming on the board will be
held followed by refreshments
at 6:30 p. m. and meeting of the
Official Board at seven p. m.

Sews

Lunch & Dim*

Breakfast

First Christian To
Hold Service
Of Installation

Federal State Market News Service July
to. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
---Report Ind-odes %Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 466 Est. 600 Barrows &Gilts
:25 to 50 lower Sows steady to weak
US 1-2 200-230lbs
150.50-2730
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
625-01
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
*5550-2625
US 3-4 260-280 Itgi
ss.SO)4.5 so

Rudy's Bargain Day
(

ation by the Republicans have
publicly owned halls. They are
Los Angeles, Miami Beach,
Cleveland, New Orleans and
San Francisco.
In another ruling the commission said that loans to pay the
cost of an upcoming Democrat

Mini Bible School:
To Be Held At Park

Lobbyist.. • (Continued from Page 11

808- Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points, Murray, Kentu_cky

nOrie 753-316,4 Hours Mon_jhru,Fri. 7:30-530 Sat. 730-4:00
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ndercover Agent Looking For
eople Trying To Bribe The IRS

chool
kt Park
;ity Park
Eighth and
e the scene
Won Bible
ti starting
I continuing
y 18.
ool will be
I a.m. and
eleven, are
ccording to
ienninger,
itist Young
lood River
,who will

WASHINGTON.(API - For
18 months, Mr. A. spent most
of his working hours as an undercover agent for the Internal
Revenue Service in places such
as Sally Russell's bar, the Juggler Lounge and Airliner Motel.
He was looking for people
who might be trying to bribe
IRS agents in Miami and Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., and along the
way he jotted down gossip
heard in barrooms. He also qui-

etly'copied down telephone
numbers he heard customers
mention and even went, into
parking lots to record license
plate numbers, including one on
a Graylme Sightseeing bus.
Internal Revenue Service officiaLs said that Mr. A, who also
likes to be called Harry the
Hat, was in charge of a secret
intelligence gathering operation
in the Miami area called Operation Sunshine. They released a

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Yesterday s Puule
Satiate
airlifOeed
Man's name
jiri
1 Inquire
Climbing palm
MUY0-47E
4 Initial
MT
Vapor
rlAira
9 Policeman
Fixed period of
114C4IIr
(slang)
time
A; 'f0
12 Afternoon party 9 Deliberation
13 Angry
10 Poem
Al taM:P: :=3TA: r40
14 Room in harem 11 Animal's loot
UMN
15 Hindu cymbals 19 Man's nickr_MO PIA
16 Anon
name
Alk4MUOWErd UMF=I
17 Recent
21 Paradise
18 Moray
11
22 Part of
VE
20 Domesticates
q.;71:41: WIEW6AJ
"to ber
22 Among
SO Dt3A
23 Madness
MAMA
24 Sweet potato 24 Affirmative
25 Coin
26 Title of yespect
Pathamont 42 Reverberation
.26 Insane
—25 Spanish article
(abbr )
43' Country of
29 Range of
29 Lock opener
35 Occupying
Europe(abbr
knowledge
30 Shallow vessel
a chair
44 Weaken
30 Foot lever
32 Walk
37 Old pronoun 45 Anger
31 Part of face (pi 33 Emerge
39 Attempted
47 Dutch town
33 Diminished
victorious
40 Roman num- 49 Be in debt
34 Foggy
34 Member of
ber 550
50 Compass point
35 Transgress
36 Beam
38 Length of a
step
39 Number
40 Title of respect
41 Musical drama
20
43 Ultimo(abbr.)
44 Drink slowly
46 Quotes
48 Electrified
particle
51 Exist
52 Pays ittention
53 Possess
54 Footlike part
S6x4acorefternotreeli-56 Born
ACROSS

ices
-day
hapel
up services
the Brooks
Methodist
y, July 12, at
Bro. Julian
aker._
11 open with
followed by
xi open witLii
held at
with worship
a.m. with
ttor, as the

4
5
6
7
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DOWN

report on it Tuesday.
It started Aug. 1, 1971.. and
before it was canceled Jan. 31,
1973, Mr. A. had compiled a list
of 950 taxpayers, including
judges, state and local politidans, a congressman and a
newsman. They all had their income tax records checked as a
result, the IRS said, but all
were found innocent of any
wrongdoing.
Mr. A. earned a salary of
more than $39,500 for the 18
months he worked and had
more than $10,500 reimbursed
for his expenses in the bars and
restaurants of Miami and Ft.
Lauderdale, IR officials said.
Warren A. Bates, head of the
IRS inspection division, told a
House subcommittee that Mr.
A. spent his time recording the
names of taxpayers "who were
potential bribers of internal
revenue people. That's what
Mr. A. was after, people who
might tribe agents."
- Bates and other IRS officials,
including Commissioner Donald
C. Alexander, testified before
-Rep. Benjamin S. Ftosenthal's
subcommittee on commerce,
consumer and monetary affairs
about details of Operation Sunshine.
_. Before the session had ended,
-Islip of the tongue by one IRS
official disclosed Mr. A.'s real
name, which the IRS said was
being kept secret to protect
him,and revealed the existence
of still more undercover operations previously unknown to
klic.,_Alexaacter was
quick to say that none were
currently in operation.

IIIIMEMIN11111111141111ila

't Unit of Siamese
Currency
2 Ocean
3 Variegated
Changing
patterns

IS

Hospital Report

Elliliiiii1111111111111Viiii211111M
Mar- by United Feature Syndicate,

PEANuTs
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'US. ALLERGY
About 35 million persons in
the United States suffer from
some form of allergy. - CNS
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HI,KiD!
WHERE AM I ? THE LAST
tditAT'kE Y'DOIN' THiN6 I REMEMBER WAS
cW
LA1N'ON THE JOE 941.A6OTNIK THROWIN6
SIDEti)ki< 7
A CiASEBALL TO ME FROM.
--.THE iiINPOW) OF A B05

A
BASEBALL,
HUH ?
-41
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HE'f qOU'VE
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WE FOUND A
JOB FOR YOU

SNAP OUT OF IT-THIS IS IMPORTANT
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YOU MISERABLE

GUNSLINGER-YOU DARE TO THREATEN ME?..
I CAN HAVE YOU 51401!

4g,
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tric
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NO, I CAN SHOOT
YOU MYSELF. NO
ONE WILL ASK
QUESTIONS-A PROWLER--

DRAWING OF HISTORIC MEETING IN SPACE-Drawing shows an historic meeting in space between U.S. astronauts and
Soviet cosmonauts in the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, scheduled for July 15. An astronaut and cosmonaut shake hands. Two
astronauts are in the docking module. The other is in the Apollo command module. Both cosmonauts are in the orbital
module of the Soyuz. The descend module is behind orbital module.

(AP Wireph010)

Department Of Transportation Stacks Of Letters
Working On Regulation Changes Received By KET

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - and other Class AAA roads.
eral highway proposal by PresiKentucky's Department of
Robert E. Johnson, Kentucky dent Ford which he said would
Transportation is working on division engineer for the U.S. hinder road building in
Kenchanges in truck weight regu- Bureau of Public Roads, wrote tucky.
lations to comply with federal Roberts May 20 that the order
Roberts said to
'
la* andvord Morrie-federal -Warfaiirtrand *Ma tiltrie'rc;
to -diveri- two cents of the
highway funds.
be rescinded by next Jan. 1.
four cent federal gasoline iax
Transportation
Secretary
Johnson said the state failed to the US. General Fund-leavJohn C. Roberts said Tuesday to stipulate how the 80,000 ing one cent of gas tax and
the
that department attorneys are pounds would be distributed excise taxes in the Highway
working to amend a Dec. 26 or- over truck axles as required by Trust Fund-would delay cornder raising truck-weight limits federal law.
pletion of the interstate highto 80,000 pounds on interstate
"All they did was change the way system by 15 years.
figures," Johnson said. "They
,,Diversion
of two cents to the
made no allowances for what
General Fund presents the
we call the bridge formula, al- threat that future highway pro._
lowing so much weight per axle
grams will have to compete
and certain spacing between
with defense and othr federal
axles."
programs for dollars badly
The bridge formula is an axle
needed to meet Kentucky's and
distribution provision in federal
other states' transportation
law designed to prevent heavier needs,„ he said.
loads from damaging bridges.
"For a number of years, we
While Johnson said he would
prefer that the state develop a have looked forward to turning
new order or regulation, Rob- our attention to primary and
erts said he believed he could secondarY highways after the
achieve compliance by amend- major demands of interstate
funding were met," he said.
ing the previous order.
"The amended order will "Their needs ars. real and
WIDE / I 1
keep the 80,000-pound limit on pressing."
AWAKE
Roberts said if the trust fund
AAA highways with the bridge
I
I
BOY
cannot be continued as it is, he
formula written in," he said.
WANTED
Since he has until Jan. 1 to would recommend allowing
act, Roberts said, the trucking states three cents of the gasonalrlarin min
industry will not be affected line tax for their own transand the state wW not lose fed- portation programs, or assigning two cents to the states and
eral road money.
In another highway matter, two cents, plus excise taxes, to
Roberts issued a statement completion of the interstate
Tuesday criticizing a new fed- system.

001,401110.00""
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NO, THAT'S
OUT. WE NEVER
REPEAT. JUST
GIVE US THE
MONEY •

BUT WE'VE GOT OTHER
GUYS--THEY WON'T STOP
UNTIL THEY GET YOU - NOBOPY-- BUT 140007
44
-ii
ESCAPES "T.'

3

14

WAKE ME
(F •FlOU
SEE AN"
BEAUTIFUL
6:1R_5

5
?oo

WHADDYA MEAN?!
THERE ARE GRORcirEOU5
e/RL5 ALL OVER THE
aeAc$•z.,

I MEAN FANTASTIC
UNBELIEvABLE MINDBOWLING, DAZZLING _

Television stations receive first grade class at Lexington
bundles of letters each week - School.
letters from viewers wishing to
"1 think KET is the best
express their feelings about the chanle in the world," wrote
,
*titian' -pm04.calumiair„, htegan.,.
Inquiring about programs, and
Christian particularly likes
those shAing appreciation for the KET programming. "They
the station's existence,
have very good shows and they
In the charthing spelling are showing fantastic shows
which many first' graders go and if there was no such thing as
through, Kentucky Educational KET I would be mad indeed."
Television ( KET) recently- Matt said, "KET is learning.
received some "appreciation" KET is egecationl. I think KET
letters from Barbara Bale's is wondefull"
David likes KET, too, "But
Sarah does not let me watch it!"
KET's afternoon programming (from 3 to 6 p. m.) drew
much attention from the first
Call-In," graders. The schedule includes
"Commonwealth
Educational Sesame Street, Electric
Kentucky
Television's (KET) studio Company, Villa Alegre and
phone-in program, presents an Mister Rogers Neighborhood.
KET has expanded its
hour of _ home canning infull-time
to
formation and instruction on schedule
"Canning and Food Preser- programming. The Saturday
vation" on Monday, July 14 at ti morning and early afternoon
schedule gives children another
p.m. (CDT).
During the program, a panel chance to watch their favorite
of experts describe the different KET characters - Big Bird,
types of home food preser- Ernie, Bert and Grover -from
vation, demonstrate canning 7 a. m. to 2 p. m.(CDT).
As Dave wrote, expressing
equipment and discuss food
the feelings of many of the
safety.
"The Resourceful Ones," a children across the state, "If
10-ininute film about home there was no such thing as the
canning, will be shown during KET chanle, I wood be mad.
the call-in program. The film Sents there is a KET chanle,
provides step-by-step in- I'm glad!"
struction on home pressure
canning. It also tells how thrifty
•
z consumers can minimize their
food budgets by canning.
Panelists for the July 14 CallIn are: Sue Burlier, food and
nutrition specialist at the
NEW YORK - Ninety-sev•
WASHINGTON I AP) -- The Democratic and Republican na- University of Kentucky; Dr. Joe. en per cent of the applications
tional committees may have to take a second look at potential Fordharn,assistant professor in for ordinary life insurance in
sites for their national conventions because of a ruling from the the UK College of Home the United States are acFederal Election Commission. The commission ruled that the Economics; Jean Ham, Fayette cepted, according to the Innational political conventions can't accept free services from County extension agent for stitute of Life Insurance.
private industry beyond what those corporations would be willing home economics; and Dr.
Of the 3 per cent not acceptFudge Maruyarna,an extension able,
to offer any other gathering.
less than three-fifths
•••
specialist at UK.
are related to health impair"Food Preservation and ments. Most of the
WASHINGTON (AP) - Some South Vietnamese religious
remainder
groups are resisting the new Communist leaders of their country, Canning" is moderated by Bob are not accepted due to other
U. S. intelligence sources report. Tri Quang, a Buddist priest and Shy and directed by Kirk factors, including extremely
critic of the ousted anti-Communist regime, was said to have Lehtomaa.
hazardous jobs. - CNS
made a speech recently in Saigon denouncing executions by the
Communists. There was no word on whether the Communists took
any reprisal action against Tri Quang as a result.
Small Talk
•••
Two frillows talking ow says to the other
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress is being urged to pass
legislation that would put thousands of unemployed persons to
"Hey man, what kind of tape player do you
work patching up deteriorating railroad tracks throughout the
have." •
nation. Officials of Amtrak and railroad labor organizations gave
their support to four bills designed to reduce unemployment while
"I have a craig power play that I bought at the TV
upgrading the rail system.
Service Center, where I can get service on it.
PARIS (AP)- Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger confers
"Well, I have a Craig Power Play too. I bought it
today with French officials about the stymied attempt to start a
at a discount house with no service. Wish I had got
dialogue between the Arab oil producers and the industrial
mine at TV Service Center. I need service on it and
nations which are their chief customers. IAN- in the day he flies
no one will service it.
to Geneva to discuss the Middle East and nuclear weapons with
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko. U.S. officials said
Kissinger believes another preliminary energy conference can
Craig Power Player
begin within two months and that separate commissions dealing
ear stereo tape ployor
with energy, raw materials and the problems of developing nations can start their deliberations by the end of the year.

slOssi DO 61.JY5
LOOK 50 LOLJ5',' SET
50 P(CX,'?

11ZL-5

BE

Dabuel

YES- AS SOON AS
IT GETS LIGHT

HE STARTS
_EATING

BEIRUT, Lebanon (API - The deadline set by kidnapers of an
American colonel has passed with no indication that the ransom
demand was met or that the terrorists carried out their threat to
kill him. The kidnapers, believed to be ultraleft Lebanese
Moslems or Palestinian guerrillas, said they wood kill Col. Ernest
R. Moegan of Petersburg. Va., unless the U.S. Embassy provided
food, clothing and, building matetial to residents of a Moslem
shun district of Beirut by 8 p.m. Wednesday. Both U.S. and
Lebanese officials indicated the demand would not be met. MeanLebape.4e officials said the police and army search far
Morgan arid the kidnapers was continuing.
Ii
DUBLIN, Ireland AP)- New strains were put on the Irish
Ftepublican MTV's fivemonth-old cease-fire in Northern Ireland
because of the ciipture in the Irish Republic of guerrilla chieftain
David O'Connell. O'Connell,a 38-yearold teacher turned terrorist,
seiaod-Wzdoeaderftta7191thete-sebaelrefterwerr.efevettiet—
'the authorities on both sides of the border, police reported. He
Was the commander of the IRA's Provisional wing, the chief
Roman Catholic arrily in Northern Ireland and the authors of the
r.ease-fire.
•

Canning Discussed
On Call-In Program

Most life insurance
applicants accepted

National News Roundup,

ele

3

July 8, 1975
Adults 129
Nursery 10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Cope (mother
Kathy), Rt. 3, Benton, Baby
Girl Watkins (mother Vicki),
910 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Baby Boy Myers (mother
Diana), Rt. 6, Box 103A,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kathleen C. Outland, 713
N. 10th., Murray, Mrs. Jennifer
J. Garrett, Ftt. 3, Box 1017,
Murray, John V. Milner, 1314
Dudley, Murray, Mrs. Susanne
Greene, 1321 W. Broadway,
Mayfield, Galon Chapman, Rt.
1, Dexter, Mrs. Classic I. Cope,
P. 0. Box 136, Hardin, Paschall
Brandon, 609 S. 11th., Murray,
Mrs. Katie Simmons, 1017
Payne, Murray, Mrs. Arnie L.
White, 200 Irvan, Murray,
Stewart Manning, Rt. 3, Benton,
Mrs. Mary L. Alexander, 903
Main St., Murray, Ray E.
Sinclair, Rt. 8, Murray, Edgar
T. Shirley, 1719 Holiday Dr.,
Murray.
CYSTIC FIBROSIS
Scientists estimate there
are 10 nullion carriers of the
gene for cystic fibrosis in the
United States, or one in 20 CNS

7.1.474
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"We Service What We Sell"

TV Service
Center
-Central- Shopping Center 753-5865
1111,10.
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Zaleilis CLASSIFIEDADS!
1. legal Notice

2. Notice

2 Notice

INVITATION
ABC
PLAY
School.
FOR BIDS
Openings for children
The Calloway County
ages 3,-4 to 6. Drop-in
Public library District
service. 753-8807.
Construction Corporation,
Murray, Kentucky, will
receive bids for the
PHONE NUMBERS
construction of an adon all carpet
FOR THE
dition to the library until
lines in Sear5
7:00 p. M., C. D. T.,
LEDGER & TIMES
Thursday, August 7, 1975
'75-CARPET
DEPARTMENTS
at the Murray-Calloway
catalog
ARE AS FOLLOWS
County Public Library,
710
Main, Murray,
News, Society and
Kentucky, at which time
Sports
753-1918
the bids will be publicly
Retail Display adopened and read aloud.
vertising
753-1919.
[he Project consists of
Classified
Display,
additions to the existing
Classified,
Circulabuilding containing adtion and the Business
ministrative offices, open
stack areas, reading
Office
may
be
areas; and-- meeting__ reached on 753-1916
facilities.
753-2310
Dial
and 753-1917.
Proposed forms of contract
for a tree estimate
documents, including
plans and specificiations
are on file at the office of
Peck Associates, Inc., 801
For All Ages
Citizen's Bank Building,
Swim
Paducah, Kentucky, and
Classes
may be obtained after the
6. Helo Wanted
Contact
First-0f -.1111y,- 1975.
WANTED =- COUPLES
Copies of the Contract
Shirley Wilferd
over 20 interested in extra
Documents may be ob753-3043.
income, $400 to $800
tained by General Conmotnhly possible, 10 to 15
tractors by depositing
hours
$50.00 with the Architect
* a
week.
Management exRerience
for each set of documents AS OF THIS DATE, 8 July
1975. I am no longer
helpful but not necessary.
so obtained. Bid deposit
responsible for any
. debts _ Cal1_,_75,3737,63._ for
le_fuizted
oiler than My own.t A. j:roirTG'enf.-Bidder who returns plans, •
Travis.
specifications, and other
EXPERIENCED cook full
documents in good contime and one part time.
dition to the Architect,
Waitress one full time
within 10 days after bid
one part time. Ky. Lake
opening.
A satisfactory bid bond
Lodge
Restaurant
Authorized Dealer
Aurora, Kentucky - call
executed by Bidder and of
Stacy Adams Shas
474-2259 for appointment.
acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five per
cent (5( of the bid shall be CARING is sharing. We
HELP' WANTED .st
submitted with each bid.
Cypress Bay Resort.
care. NEEDLINE, 753The successful bidder will
Fifteen
6333.
miles from
be required to furnish and
Murray, Ky. from 121
pay for satisfactory
South. Need cleaning
Performance Bond and
•-•
lady, call 901-232-8221.
ADVERTISING
Labor and Material
DEADLINES
Payment Bond in the
IF YOU HAVE successful
amount of 100 per cent of
All display ads,
sales experience and
.classified displays and
the contract as provided
want to earn $300-5500 per
regular display, must be
fig in the specification.
week, plus automobile
submitted by 12 noon,
Attention is called to the
expense, contact us
before
;
the
day
fact that not less than the
today. We have an exminimum salaries and 14. publication.
cellent opportunity for the
All reader classifieds
wages as set forth in the
right person. This is a
must be submitted by 4
Specifications shall be
licensed
sales position
p.m. the day before
paid on this Project.
with excellent future. If
publication.
The Owner reserves the
you feel you qualify, call
right to reject any or all
Paducah, Ky. 443-4595.
bids or to waive any in- FOR
MARY
formalities in the bidding.
KAYCosmetics. Call X-RAY
TECHNICIAN
No bid shall be withdrawn
needed
Sonya Futrell, 753-4505.
Community
for a period of forty-five
Hospital, Mayfield, Ky.
-.445) days subsequent to
(116 bed) JCAH apthe opening of bids
If You
proved. New all modern
without the consent of the
and
nuclear department.
Need Them:
Owner.
Contact
personnel
Max B. Hurt
753-1441
Fire
department 247-5211
Calloway County
753-1621
Police
Public Library District
753-6952
Rescue
Construction
Ambulance
753-9332
sales
Corporation
Hospital Emergency...
Person
c-O Murray-Calloway
753-5131
Brights has need for
Co. Public Library
full time sales person in
710 Main Street
Comprehensive Care...
cosmetics, foundations
Murray,Kentucky 42071
753-6622
' and accessories. 5 day
week. Would prefor
Poison Control 753-7588
NOTICE
someone with selling exSenior Citizens 753-0929
TO CREDITORS:
perience. Apply
Need Line ... 753-NEED
Earl Lewis Lyons, Dec'd,
Learn to Read 753-2288
Bright's
Ebe Lyons, 212 Irvan St.,
Coed Square
* Murray, Ky., Adrn "
Social Concerns
12:30 to 2:30 Friday
Marye Mavis Allbritten,
Committee and
Dec'd, Cleo Bucy, Route
The Ledger
2, Hazel, Kytii Executor
NEEDED SOMEONE to
Jefferson Davis Shroat,
-&-TiMes
sell Watkins Products.
Deed,Dr. Carl E. Shroat,
Call 753-5550.
313 Westover Road,
Frankfort, Ky., Executor IF YOU have a burden,
let
12. Insurance
James Darrel Hale, Dec'd,
us share it. NEEDLINE,
Elizabeth Jiale, Route 2,
753-6333.
Murray-,
Ky.,
Administrator
•
James Eual Thomposn,
Dec'd,
James
T.
Thompson, 1706 PlainCopies of Old
view Drive, Murray, Ky.,
Photoghaphs
Adm.
Hoyt McCallon, Dec'd;
Passport Photos
Nitaree McCall-on, 901
Billfold Photos
16th, Murray, Ky., AdFamily Groups
ministratrix
Ludie Lawson, Dec'd, W.L.
Anniversary Photos
Lawson, Hazel, Ky.,
Administrator
Photography in Color
All persons having claims
'agailist said -estate are
notified to present them to
the Administrator or
Executors verified according to law,same to be
presented. to said Administrators or Executors
503 Poplar
in due course of law.
Call 753 2342 for apeointniet
This 8 day of July,41975.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
The sooner you call.
the sooner you save
WHEN TRAVELING inaround-or-thru Dover.
2 Notice
Ronnie Ross,
Tennessee, stop at Joe
Bailey's Place, iTexacol
210E.
Main
SARANCL.15..z1aring... ,locir-fnir.A45-11[74dfrer
• Giro Ivrrix.rnE; 753'(always).
6333.

25%
OFF

Kings Den

M. S. U. GRADUAGE with
B. S. in home economics
and 5,2 years teaching
experience desires employment in Murray or
surrounding area Reply
to Route 4, Box 6, Vail
Wert, Ohio, 45891 or phone
415-238-0421.

10. Business Opportunity
6200.00 WEEKLY possible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped,
envelope. 'f1( Enterprise,
Box 26 ML, Stanberry,
Mo. 64489.

24. Miscellaneous

KROELHER COUCH and 16'
SO AMP Electric service
matching chair. Modern
pole, complete. Call 753style. Call 753-4405.
0870.
OAK CHINA CABINET,
rocking chairs, four oak TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
dining chairs, round
753-0870.
maple dining table,
stoneware, oil lamps and
lanterns, wood stove, one
"1
horsepower motor, CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
dining table and six buildings for all your
chairs. Call 753-9519.
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
KING SIZE posturepedic
patios and Greenhouses.
mattress, two Sweet corn and fresh
professional type hair
vegetables for sale.
dryers, plain walnut
Hicks
on
Located
rocking chair, and white
Cemetery Road, one mile
bathroom vanity cabinet.
south of Cherry Corners,
Call 753-0412 or 753-9519.
off Highway 121 South.

29 Mobile Home Rentals

34. Houses For Rent

38. Pets Supplies

ONE ALL electric, one gas,
both carpeted and on
private lots. Phone 4929785.

VERY LARGE lake front
cottage. Air conditioned,
everything furnished on
Kentucky Lake. Rent by
weeks Call 753-7573.

FOR SALE DOBERMAN
puppies. AKC registered,
shots and wormed. Males
Gleason,
$100. 648-5424
Tenn.

12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM
TRAILER, electric,
washer and dryer, air
conditioned. Water furnished. Call 474-2397.
FOX MEADOWS and
Coach Estates mobile
home parks, exclusive
residential area, swimming pool. Families only.
753-3855.

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,
403 S. 11th Street.
Possession at once, $100
per month. Call Bob
Miller 753-2920.

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,
6 miles out north highway. Available July 20.
References required. Call
886-3681 Hopkinsville.

31. Want To Rent

REGISTERED
AKC
miniature
puppies,
dachshunds, Scotties,
Doberman Pinschers,
German Shepherds,
Poodles also
Black
Siamese kittens. Pet
Bypass,
World, 121
Murray.
SIX POODLES. $35 each.
Call 435-4360.

40 Produce

M. S. U. STUDENT AND
family desires to rent an
unfurnished 2 bedroom
house or apartment near
M. S. U. or in the country.
Reply Route 4, Box 6, Van
Wert,Ohio,45891 or phone
419-238-0421.

SELECTIONS
OF FOR SALE used storm
door,
and
windows
paneling. 4 x 8 sheets $2.75 and up. Molding to
jalousie windows with
screens, assorted sizes of
match
paneling.
HEALTH,life, burial, up to
inside and outside doors
Bathroom vanities from
$2000.00. Health
no
and windows. Phone 753$45.00 and up. 12-designs
problem. Call 753-1976.
0277. _
decorative paneling, 4 x 8
sheets, $4.25
each.
Cabinet topping, 25 cents NEW RINSE+N+VAC
steam cleans, rinses, and
sq. ft. Interior latex white
Couple
would
vacuums ouLdirt leaving
paints ge $3.95
gal.
like
to rent inprofessionall
carpets
Fiberglass Panels, 10
teresting home or
clean. Rent at Crass
cents to 25 cents sq. ft.
Under Kentucky's
farm house in the
Luan and Birch doors, Furniture S. 3rd St.,
Murray.
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross &
No-Fault
country. Contact at
Tuck Salvage Mdse., Inc.
753-1911.
InsurancP Law
Box 88, Martin, Tenn. BAR WITH two stools. Also
Tex Tan western saddle HOUSE in country,
Phone 587-2420.
one to
Automobile
like new. Call 753-8005.

12. Insurance

Attention!

UNFURNISHED THREE
bedrooms, lit baths,
formal living and dining
rooms, family room,
kitchen with built-in oven,
range and refrigerator.
Central heat and air,
Adults only $225.00 per
month. Utilities included.
1626 'Hamilton. Call 4365479._

GREEN beans for canning
or freezing and other
vegetables. 1803 West
Main. 753-3984.
LARGE PLUMS. Good for
eating and preserving.
Also wheel chair, walker
and potty chair. Call 7534725.

41. Public Sales

FURNISHED LAKE front
cottage on KY. Lake for GIGANTIC 20 Party Yard
Sale. All from Murray
rent. Rent by day or
School of Practical
week. Call 753-7573.
Nursing. Something for
everyone. Saturday July
37. Livestock - Supplies
12 at 805 Poplar Street. 8
tgrt,..J;thlas frail. Murray._
In7147
Will do repairs. Call 753DUROC MALE HOG,
1111121EN CB RADIO, Coax, pushups
7723.
F.LECTROLUX sales and!
weight about 400 pounds. YARD SALE - Hazel,
towers, antennas, mobile
W. T. Kingins, New
service.
Call. Tony
amps, auto air conKentucky, 3rd
and
32. Apartments For Rent
Concord. Phone 436-5622.
Montgomery,
753-6760,
ditioners, automatic
Barnett. Clothing for the
day or night.
transmissions, used cars
.
entire family, furniture,
APT.for rent, close to MSU
STRAW,
75
cents
and pickups. One room
walnut babybed like new,
$50.00
for
summer
delivered. 50 cents, you
air conditioner. 10" table
THE SALE is over at Kirby
girls 26" bicycle, hub
months. Call 753-6564.
pick up. Call 435-4385.
saw. R. C. Evans Garage
Vacuums. But you can
caps, antique clock, beds
474-2748.
still have„your old Kirby
and glassware, also cakes
TWO BEDROOM duplex
rebuilt for 526_ Trade-ins
pies
and
cookies.
apartment furnished or' 38. Pets Supplies
on new Kirbys are worth PROFESSIONALI, clean
Saturday, July 12th 9 a.
unfurnisbed . on Peggy
up to $80. Come in and see
m. to 2 p. m.
your carpets with new
Ann Drive. Call 753-0112 TOY POODLE breeding.
us soon. Kirby Sales &
lightweight RINSE-NCall 437-4528.
or 492-8225.
Services, 500 Maple
YARD SALE - Thursday
VAC steam cleaner. Rent
Street, 753-0359.
through Saturday. Lots of
at Crass Furniture. S. 3rd
EXTRA NICE and clean DOBERMAN PINSCHER
pups. ( full-blooded). All
Street, Murray.
clothes, household items,
one bedroom furnished
black and rust. Call Don etc. 528 Broad Street.
apartment, air conMortensen, Paris. 901-642.
KEEP CARPET cleaning
ditioned. Couples only.
MURRAY STISIGCR Sewing
7118.
problems small with
Call 753-3806. YARD SALE, Friday and
Center, sales and service,
steam cleaners arid
Saturday at 406 S. 12th.
Bel-Air Shopping Center.
-shampooers for rent at TWO BEDROOM apart- BEAUTIFUL SIAMESE
Call 753-5323.
kittens. Reasonable. GIANT garage
Marimik
Industrial
sale,
ment, furnished or unPhone
753-8258.
Supply, 753-7753.
Friday and Saturday,
furnished.
753-4331.
Call
19 Farm Equipment
starting at 8 a. m. Some
REGISTERED BASSET
antiques and collectables,
CASE FARM tractor. V- 27. Mobile Home Sales
puppies. Also two hunting
plus
imports
from
Special
Attention
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
bitches. Call 753-0672. 8 p.
Chicago, lots of goodies.
12 x 60, FURNISHED, 2
Call 436-5414.
Retired Couples
m.-10 p. m.
Corner of Kirkwood and
bedroom, large bath,
Where one is 62 or over and
Peggy Ann.
living
room and kitchen;
qualify the Government will pay
A FORD TRACTOR,
PARADISE KENNELS a large portion of your monthly
Central air and .heat,
breaking plow, wagon,
rental New one and two
Boarding and grooming, CARPORT SALE- Firday
lovely draperies, large
two row birch corn drill.
bedroom apartments in Murray
and Saturday. Open 8 a.
Pick up and delivery
yard, outside storage
Manor. Central Air conditiorung
Call 753-2293 after 5 p. m.
m. 411 South 8th. Three
service now available.
and heat. Stave, refrigerator
building, sidewalk and
and water furnished.
parties.
Call 753-4106.
TILLERS: 3 h.p. $176.955-_ __patio. Immediate ocMurray Manor Apts.
cupancy. Extra nice and
h.p. with power reverse,
priced to sell. Call 753Diuguid Drive
B di S engine. Wallin
6831 or 753-6057.
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
753-8668
-.dub

Liabilits
Insurance
is now
mandatory
for all
automobile owners.
The Murray Insurance
Agency has a market
for all types of
Automobile
Insurance.
We have plans
available for all drivers
It sou do not

presently have
Automobile liability
insurance See or call
Bob Billington
Tom Scruggs
Melva Hatcher

753-4751

MURRAY
Insurance
Agency

•••••••

20. Sports Equipment
Offices Bel-Air Center

14. Want To Buy
REAL CHEAP CAR for
Demolition Derby. Must
run. Call 753-9168.
45 AUTOMATIC. Call 7535809.
USED FREEZER in good
condition- also- -cider-press. Call 753-4138.

NEW SEARS 5.5 HP outboard motor, never been
used, $185.00 Rabbits and
cages. 805 Vine Street.
753-5110.
1974 RANGER BASS boat,
85 h.p. Mercury motor.
Loaded with extras. Call
753-4148 after 5 p.m.
METAL DETECTORS by
White's Electronics "The
World's Largest line.7
For the name of your
dealer and free literature
phone 753-1575.

1972 FLEETWOOD, three
APARTbedroom, 2 bath, 24 x 60, FURNISHED
MENTS. One or two
Central heat and air,
bedrooms. Zimmerman
unfurnished except for
Apartments South 16th
kitchen
appliances.
Street. 753-6609.
Carpeted living-dining
rooms. Large balcony.
NICE
FURNISHED
No. 74 Riviera Court,
apartment. Available for
Shown by -appointment
weekly or monthly rental.
only 753-7717.
May be seen at Kelley
Pest Control, 100„5,13th.
1974 DOUBLE-WIDE,
carpet, drapes, airconditioned, all electric, MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
reduced, owner will
two bedroom apartments.
finance. Call 753-7340.
Stove, refrigerator, and
WE BUY used mobile, water furnished. On
homes. Top prices paid. ---Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Can 4421918 or 443-8226.

old, in excellent condition.
$125.00- cal)753-8321.
WOOD BURNING -heating
stove. Three-fourths size
roll away bed and
Kelvinator refrigerator.
Call 474-2141'.'s110 GALLON FUEL TANK
with pa,..p. 186 Gallon
cattle water' tank and
used 2 x 4 and 2 x 6. Call
489-2364
. _
TOMATO 'STAKES, 10
rstots.„,,embargailkiralo 25,
-cents-each.
..4 h cwootl,
axial,. Call 753-9618

PIANO TUNING,- repair
arid rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt ,pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

24. Miscellaneous
HUFFY 5 h. p. riding lawn
mosser for sale. $100- Call
------FOR SALE 35mm
Beseler Topcon- 50mm
lens and 135mm lens. Like
new call 753-6977 or
contact susscandam_al,
71k
53-1911
*"-

Help Wanted
By TVA

1

Pay $2.98 per hour. Seven Month
Program. Interview at Public
Assistance Office, 203 S. 6th Street,
Friday,July 11 only, 9 a. m. to 12 p.
m.

••••••••
•

-SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. Preferably
cleart-up shop.• -Call - 436, 15 .F.00T ALUMINUM
Oachita Canoe, two life
5552.
jackets, two paddles and
carrier Call 753-3376. 29 Mobile Home Rentals
15. Articles For Sale
Price $200.
BEAUTIFUL 12 x 50, all
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
electric mobile home. Air
cents each. Redmon ASTRO-GLASS, Pro
conditioned and central
Stake ('ompany, Hwy. 94 Model Bass Boat, fully
heat and underpinned
loaded, all extras. Also 23
E. Murray.
Available for immediate
channel CB Radio and
occupancy. Prefer
LARGE WINDOW FAN, antenna Call 753-6345.
Couples. Call 767-4055.
reversible. $15.00 Call
436-2289.

If you're a
good driver,
I can__
probably
save you
money on car
insurance.
DISHWASHER, 2 years

Love's
Studio

16. Home Furnishings

9. Situations Wanted
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9Keal
cEstatel

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for boys or girls
summer
and
fall
Sementers. -Also efficiency apts. for girls
Phone 753-5865 days, o;
753-5108 after 6 p.m

ESTATE AUCTION
At the late Mavis Brewer home, Saturday July 12 at
10:00 a. m. Located at North itith Street across
Bypass, Murray, Kentucky.
Will sell a large lot of antique furniture. Poster
bedroom suite, old oak bedsteads, old rockers,
quills, lawn furniture,,,old wicker, basket. Almost
new stove, refrigerator and automatic washer. Also
nice air condi‘ioner, electric heater, lamps, TV,end
tables, pictures, breakfast set, two wood cook
stoves, round table, six split hickory bottom chairs,
large lot of hand and garden tools. Many more
items, too numerous to mention. For more information call:

Chester & Miller Auction Service
Tty-int.W.ors, Ksatvcky _
Res. 435-4125 or 435-4144
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By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

FUTURE SHOCK!!!
If you had bought a defense bond for S111.7; during
World War It and redeemed
it laths face value of $25 ten
years Later, you would have
lost money on your Investment, Why? Because the
$25 would have been worth
less than the $18.75, was 10
years earlier.- That's inflation
and its pace has qiiickened
since

if the
cost of living increased six
pee cent a year ' comWe
ha
lt94
would happen

-

pay check. Although there is
no such thing as the perfect
investment, real estate may
be the nearest thing to it. It
can be an income producer,
shelter from high tales.
and an ideal protection for
the ravages of inflation. Real
estate values historically In

crease 'faster than general
inflation prices and maintain
a higher value than most

assets „ in depression. ,The
ideal he*

pounded? (low by today's,
standards). A home that cost
If there is anything we can
$15,000 now would- cost
do to help you in the field of
$112,250 in 20 years and
real estate, please phone or
almost
. unbelievable
drop in at PLERDOM
ea„meant
01h,0a,22 in Ayltrs.
62W
tines al
THURMAN REAL ESTATE.
Whatever tour age, _you__ 407.. MAJ2k-..1L--tolufrao..must find a tray la create act-- Phone: 7534451. We're It444
to help!
income in addition to you

Nan
Inge
V

Sai
I,a
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41. Public Sales
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44 lots

YARD SALE. July 12, 9 a.
m.
miles north of
Stella, Kirksey Highway,
corner • of Squire Potts
Road. Layette items,
brand name baby clothes,
0-2 years, adults clothing,
household items, toys and
few antiques.
.
YARD SALE, Friday, 1-1;
m. to 6 p. m. Saturday, 8
a. m. to 12 noon. Iron bed,
collectables, and clothing.
1707 College Farm Road.
YARD SALE Tuesday
through Friday. All day.
715 Poplar Street.
YARD SALE on OldeSalem
Road.
Clothes
and
household items. Tuesday
through Saturday.8 a. m.5 p. m.

For

Another View

46 Homes For Sale

Sale

COUNTY LOTS,
water. High and
$3,500 to $5,000.
Harris, 753-8061,
Providence Rd.

city
dry.
Sam
New

THREE BEDROOM brick,
double garage detached.
Approx. 3 years old.
Catalina Drive. Occupancy July 1. Call 7533976.

45. Farms For Sale

FIREPLACE AND fenced
yard are two of the many
extras
included in con80 ACRE FARM in Marveniently located
3
shall County, 55 acres in
bedroom, two bath brick.
beans. 1210 1974 David
Priced very reasonable.
Brown Tractor and
Call 753-6781.
equipment. Call 753-0412

46. Homes For Sale
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 7537494, or 753-7263.
OLD DR. Colley home in
Farmington, Ky. Has
three bedrooms, 2 baths,
three fireplaces. Call 3452394 for
more information.

COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Extraordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.

riffle••••••••VZE4
am, u S Pr Of f town Ivo.foe off
•WS b.

HAVEN'T FORMED ANY OPINJONS.IE
°NIS BEEN MARRIED A rEW WEEKS."
47. Motorcycles

ina

Moffitt Realty Co.
2055iroth 12th

753-3597

Tools Tools
tale

.re

is

Auction
$75,000 Truck Load
Friday, July 11,7 p.m.

-

rfect
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Id of
He or
4 &
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Neer

At Hardin School just off of 6$ Hwy. in Hardin, Ky.
Name brand's: Block I. Decker, Chicago Pneumatic,
Ingersoll Rand, McGraw-Edison.

Will sell air impact Wrenches sizes %,
/
3
4, and 1". Electric impact, Orbital
Sanders, Bench Vice, (large and small),
Large assortment of socket sets sizes ks
3
4. Tap and dye sets, lawn
and /
3
/
8,
3
4,floor
1
2,/
mowers,impact §ockets sizes/
jacks, carpenter tools, portable tip air
compressors, roll around tool boxes.
Over 200 differeet items. Terms cash.
Owner: Good Slate Aiiction, Inc.
Phone 737-6786 Pineville, Ky. 40162
Auctioneer: Howard E. Prince, Rt. 1 Box 104, Grand
Rivers, Ky Phone 928-2822.

SELL,
three
MUST
bedroom brick, central
heat and air. In nice
subdivision, two miles
from downtown. Call 7534064.

1971 OPAL, 4 speed. 1967
Ford, automatic with
small V-8. Call 489-2595.
1961 CHEVROLET. Call
436-5451.

NEW HOME for sale in 1968 BUICK ELEC1 tea,
Gatesborough,
story, air, six way seats, electric
contemporary styled. windows, make offer. Call
Four bedrooms, three 753-4616 or 436-2107 after 5
baths. Many extras in
p. m.
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
50. Campers
vacuum and intercom.
Qualifies for full $2,000 STARCRAFT
CAMPER
tax credit. 753-9208
+Starmaster Six - like
new, used very little.
47. Motorcycles
Range, icebox: optional
accessories include side
1975 YAMAHA 175 Endura.
canopy, spare tire and
500 miles. $700. Call 436cover, step, etc. Phone
5414.
753-3960.
•
-

FOR SALE
Nesbitt Fabric Shop
Complete line of fabric, notions, three
pattern lines, fixtures. Building for lease
or. Bole. -FeuP-miles weer of-Marray,
Highway 641.

_
Phone 492-8211

51 Services Offered

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop ( old ice
plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contrasting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
your
per
installed
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.

NEW RINSE-N-VAC
steam cleans, rinses, and
vacuums out dirt leaving
carpets professionally
clean. Rent at Crass
Furniture S. 3rd St.
Murray.
WILL HOE tobacco and
other odd jobs. Phone 4365838.

50. Campers

1972 SUZUKI 380, 2,000 NEW SHIPMENT OF
Prowler Travel Trailers.
BY OWNER: For Sale Old
actual
miles, fully
Several good used Truck
Ray Latimer home and
dressed. Excellent
43. Real Estate
Campers. Arrowhead
shop. Red brick with full
condition. Call 753-0705 or
Camper Sales, Hwy 80E.
size basement finished
753-8392.
THE QUALIFIED pet
Mayfield, Ky. Call 247PANORAMA SHORES, out. 2 car carport with sun
8187.
sonnet at Guy Spann
deck.
3
bedrooms,
all
new
TVA frontage, three
49 Used Cars & Trucks
Realty are waiting to talk
appliances. Fine car
bedrooms, two full baths,
to you regarding your real
shop, if bought can be
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
central heat and air,
estate needs. Our time is
rented income for $185 1973 CUTLASS SUPREME, . Coachman, Trail Star,
fireplace, screened in
your time. Give us a call
monthly. Four miles
black with everything. Fold down, unique, Good
porch, overlooking lake;
or drop by the office at 901
south
of Murray. Call 753Will accept best offer. used trailers, Y-2 mile east
with income producing
5311. Shown by apSycamore Street, 753of 68 and 641 intersection.
Call 753-6435.
property on adjacent lot,
7724.
pointment.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
plus an additional lot. For
1968
LOOKING FOR A quiet
VOLKSWAGON, 527-7807.
further information call
THREE BEDROOM brick,
automatic, good constreet to live on-just for
436-2285.
dining room and den. In
dition. Call 753-4545 or 753- 51. Services Offered
you we have this 3
very good condition. On
6763.
bedroom, 1 bath brick BY OWNER:
Old Riee
Fenlier.--$27,5011.
Call 7.53..
.1.ABEE4111.1(
veneerhome•with electric 'Iltimerlionie and shop.
'4446.
Remodeling, room adJEEP CJ.-3A, new paint,
heat, some carpeting,
Red brick with full size
ditions, any type of hbme
good mechanically, good
wittr single carport on
basement finished out. 2 THREE BEDROOM, two
improvements. Free
tires, Call 753-5532.
large lot. Priced at
car carport with sun deck.
full baths, double garage,
estimates. 436-5840.
$26,000. Contact Boyd3 bedrooms, all new
well drained and land- 1973 OLDS Delta 88 Rayale.
Majors Real Estate, 105
appliances. Fine car
Light gold, brown vinyl
scaped. Call 753-8107.
N. 12th or phone 753-8080.
HAY HAULING. Truck
shop, can be rented for
top. Real nice. woo. Call
and crew furnished
$185 monthly. Four miles BY OWNER white brick,
753-3897.
Reasonable rates. Call
SPECIALSSPRING
south of Murray. Call, 753-, 804 South
17th
at
David
Benton, 753-7699 or
5311.
Shown by a4p, Audubon. 2000 sq. ft., 3 '71 HUSQUARVARNA,
One-third to li acres.
pointrnent.
nuts good, with trailer
John" C. Neubauer,
bedrooms, '2 full baths,
Realtor. j3ob Rodgers,
$500. Call 753-5862 or 436den levith fireplace, many
FURNI'l'URE STRIPPING
5570.
Associate. Office 753-0101, LAKE FRONT year round
closets, 2 car garage,
and refinishing. Pet
home with basement, in
home 753-7116.
fully landscaped, privacy
World, 1E1 Bypass, 753hedge, all city serVices, 1973 LTD, air, automatic
Panorama Shores. See or
4131.
ROBERTS REALTY
call Bobby Grogan, 753Robertson School distriCt- fruise, low mileage,
located on South 12th at
';
'---ipotless. Call 753-5997.
Call 753-8132.
4978.
WILL DO any and all types
Sycamore
has
five
of sewing, crewel, and
„licensed and bonded sales THREE
74
DODGE
BEDROOM BY OWNER, 1711 Farmer,
embroidery in my home.
personnel to serve you
CHALLENGE:Kt, 30,000
BRICK, dining room, 3 bedroom brick, carCall 753-8342 until 8 p.m.
plus twenty rears exmiles, 318, 3 speed. stick.
peted. Attached garage &
electric heat, carpet
4.36clusive real estate exor
753-5862
Call
$2,695.
electric
throughout, and carport.
utility, fireplace,
ALUMINUM SERVICE
5570.
perience. Call 753-1651 or
Immediate
Fenced in back yard, lots
heat.
COMPANY. Siding,
come by our office. We
possession. Mid-twenties.
of shade in front and
awnings, aluminum trim,
like to talk REAL
Call 753-1570 days, 753- 1965 FORD, $200.00. Call
back. In the twenties. Call
storm windows and doors,
753-0230
ESTATE.
9712 after 4 p.m.
753-2377.
gutters. Will Ed Bailey,
492-8897
or
Bobby
1974 VEGA WAGON, great
1409
DUDLEY,
large
WILSON INSURANCE, HOUSE FOR Sale: 2
Lawrence, 492-8879.
owner,
mileage,
one
gas
three
quality
built
bedrooms, air
conReal Estate, and Auction
air conditioning. Owner
bedroom home, three
ditioned, washer and
at 202 South 4th Street,
must sell. Make an offer. RACINE DRY carpet care
garages, two and half
dryer,
and
stove
invites you to call 753-3263
L2 gallon cleans approx
Call 753-2211.
large
baths,
dining
room
refrigerator. Completely
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
300 sq. ft for $3.69.
and
bedrooms
kitchen,
remodeled. Located at 317
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
Machine rental is $2.00
and fireplace. Tripp 1969 CHEVROLET pickup,
Irvan. Call 753-8175.
real estate.
per day. When finished
air, power, steering,
Williams Real Estate.
cleaning carpet, ready for
power brakes. Sharp!
Call 753-2211.
immediate use. Hinman's
Also 1971 Ford pickup,
Rentals, 802 N. 18th St.
THREE
BEDROOM
nice! And 1968 Olds, good
Murray, Ky.
BRICK,
baths, car. Phone day or night,
Robertson School 436-5366.
ELECLICENSED
District, near shopping
TRICIAN - Prompt,
centers. Shown by ap- 1950 WILLIS JEEP, new
efficient service. No job
pointment. Call 753-4923.
paint, good mechanically,
too small Call Ernest
good tires. Call 767-4408
White. 753-0605.
LARGE GRACIOUS home,
between 12:00 and 7:00 p.
shaded
yard, ideal
WINDOWS WASHED. I
downtown location, first
have my own tranfloor: living rm., dining 1967 VW Beetle, new insportation and equiprm., den, sun porch, large spection, tires,year old
Can you believe that you can live in this elegant twoment. Call 753-5320.
engine, excellent conkitchen, bath. Second
story home and have to pay only approx. $160.00 out
Call
three
throughout.
library-study,
dition
floor:
of your own pocket each month? You can! This
bedrooms, dressing rm., 753-0223. After 4 p. m. call CLAYTON AND JARVIS
home has an attached two-bedroom apartment you
Painting Companyattic, 436-5474.
large
bath,
can't even see, rent will pay approx. one-half of
interior and exterior.
working
basement.
Four
your monthly mortgage payments. Beautiful
C
- -61-iimercitir
fireplaces, high ceiling, FOR SALE OR TRADE,
wallpaper, carpet, decor through-out each side of
residential Quality work,
remodeled,
Ford
very
newly
drive
wheel
4
1975,
this lovely home at edge of Murray, shown by apreasonably priced. For
nice. Reasonably priced
pickup. Call 753I 2 ton
pointment.
free estimate, call 437by owner. Call 753-7980.
8385.
4790 or 437-4712.
753-3$97

51. Services Offered

WILL KEEP elderlylady in
private state approved
home. Reasonable rates
Call 753-6392.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC Well pump
repair service. Call 7535674.
CARPET

CLEANING,
very
reasonable rates,
references,
Free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call Handyiran, 753-9618.

experienced,

FOR YOUR bush hogging
and blade eetit,scall 7535737 or 753-5576 after 5
p.m.

PAINTING OUTSIDE and
inside. Reasonable rates.
Please call in the evening.
Phone 753-8983.

UPHOLSTERING custome
made draperies and
bedspreads. Reasonable
rate. Call 753-0535.
TRASH
DO
WILL
HAULING also garbage
hauling in the country
Call 753-7450.
PAINTING INTERIOR
exterior. Free
and
estimates. Please call 436E295.
MATURE WOMAN, house
cleaning one day a week.
Own transportation. Call
753-5992.

M&B CONSTRUCTION
landscaping,
CO.,
WILL KEEP elderly lady
backhoe work, general
in private state approved
hauling, bush hogging,
home. Reasonable rates.
plowing and discing. Call
Call 753-6392.
436-2540. _
JOHN
HUTCHENS' WILL DO ANY and all
types of sewing, crewel,
Plumbing and Electric
and embroidery in my
Repair Service. No jobs
home. Cali 753-8342 until 8
too
small.
436-5642
p. m.
anytime during day.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered
SHOLAR
CONTACT
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7'p. m.

.
WILL REPAIR gum,or old
clocks.
All
work
guaranteed Call 492-8869,
James Buchanan.

54. Free Column

GARDEN BREAKING, THREE FREE KITTENS,
discing and bushogging. grey and black. Call 753Call 753-4838.
5994 after 5 o'clock

STEAM CLEAN*
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Murray Home 8 Auto
753-2571

Chestnut St

GATESBOROUGH ESTATES-3-Bedror Brick
3-ACRE COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACT in the
- horrit-stftfreenteaThearlifferafr,-ferttrletifif- '
N'titi9
ot19ifirtay.-Sitlidtecliit Ilie- N6Otherstin- peting, 2 full ceramic baths, dishwasher, disposal,
tersection of Ky. 121 By-Pass and North 16th Street.
natural gas grill on the patio,2 car garage. The floor
Owners will build and lease to suitable tenant or will
plan consists of a family room with fireplace,livingsell outright.
dining room combination, kitchen with additional
_
dining space, utility room,entrance foyer,sun room
5- LOTS suitable for residential or mobile home
with Jalousie windows. Must be seen to be apsites. Located 5 miles South of Murray on US-641.
preciated.
Owner will assist in financing, if desired.
RECENTLY
3-BEDROOM
RE-PAINTED
FRAM.E(with asbestos siding) located at 1804
College Farm Road. Has a living room with
fireplace, kitchen with dining area, bath, large
utility room. Large (20' x 60') shop building with a
natural gas furnace. House has central air conditioning. Available immediately.

230 ACRE FARM, suitable for row-cropping or for
cattle. Has a 2-bedroom log house with a dry'
basement, crib, garage, tobacco barn and shed.
Located within 4 miles of Kentucky Lake on
Sulphur-Buffalo Road.

JUST COMPLETED 3-ROOM LAKE AREA COTTAGE.Situated on a 50' x 100' corner lot near Blood
River Embayment.

190 ACRE CATTLE FARM with a large 3-bedroom
12' wide mobile home. Located on Watts Road. Nor-- •
theast of Mt. Carmel Church. Has a good deep well
and lots of road frontage. Priced at only $35,000 for
the package.

4-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on Skyline Drive, in
Panorama Sixties. Has a bi-level floor plan with
living room, kitchen, utility room, 3 bedrooms and
bath on the main floor. Basement has one bedroom,
ceramic bath and a large family room. Central air
conditioning and wall to wall carpeting. Adjoining
lot available for $2,000 extra.

3-BEDROOM 1401111,K HOME on a 11
/
2acre tract of
land on Van'Cleave Road, 5 miles Northeast of
Murray. Has a chicken house, hoghouse,
smokehouse, good well, garden space, plenty of
shrubbery. Also has an additional mobile home spot
complete with separate septic tank and field lines.
Total price $9,500...firrn.

COZY 2-BEDROOM FRAME ( with aluminum
siding) located on a 125' x 135' corner lot at Cherry
Corner. In fantastic condition. Owner will finance if
desired.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK in Puryear
Heights. Hag central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, ceramic bath, kitchen built-ins. Situated on
a 100' x200' lot. Widow heeds to sell.
IN HAZEL.. COMPLETELY
DECORATED 2bedroom frame home on a 1½ acrelot. Has a good
deep well, basement with a natural gas, furnace,
living room with a fireplace, newly constrüctd 11
/
2
ceramic baths, enclosed sun-porch

OUTSTANDING 3-BEDROOM BRICK home
overlooking Cypress Creek, at Shamrock Resort.
Has wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
natural fireplace, kitchen range and refrigerator.
Floor plan consists of a living room, dining room
and kitchen combination, large utility room, 2
ceramic baths, redwood deck on two sides, large lot.
Priced at $39,000.
20 ACRE FARM WITH a basement type 2-bedroom
brick home complete with central heat and air, wall
to wall carpeting, large ceramic bath. Combination
smokehouse and garage, stock barn, spring fed
stock water. Located just west of US-641 at Alm°
Heights.

INCOME PROPERTY...Large older frame home NSQ' x 80' METAL BUILDING in the city of
Murray
divided into two separate apartments with baths.
on Sunbury Circle. Has a large office, one comSeparate concrete block building at the rear that
pleted bath and one roughed-in, overhead doors at
has two nice apartments with baths. Is currently
the front and rear of the shop area.
bringing in a good return on the investment. Out of
town owner needs to sell.
52 ACRE FARM with approximately 26 acres tenMOBILE HOME LOT on Ky. 280 (Pottertown
dable. Good level farmland with the balance in level
Road). Has septic tank and field lilies already intimberland. Only building 'en the property is a
stalled and city water already hooked up. Ready for
tobacco barn. Priced at $30,000.
occupancy for only $2,500.
•
FURNISHED 2-BEDROOM MOBILE. HOME.
located on 3 lots in Pine Bluff Shores. Has a
4 LOTS ON KY.783 at Wiswell. All are 125' wide and
approximately 250' deep. All have successfully
detached garage. Owners have moved out of state,
passed the percolation test for septic tank installation.
67 ACRE FARM with approximately 25-30 acres in
16 LAKE AREA LOTS in Center Ridge Subdivision.
cultivation. Has a tobacco barn -and a lar ;e pond
In an attractively wooded area just a very short
stocked with fish. Year around creek at tie north
distance from the water's edge. Will sell all or a porside of the property„ Check our price on this Jne.
tion.
127 ACRE FARM with approximately 75-80 acres of
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM located approximately
top notch producing farmland. Has 30 acres of ex15 miles Southeast of Murray in the New Concord
cellent bottomland and a 2-bedroom frame home.
community. Has 310 acres under fence, long road
Located at North 16th Street and Coles Campground
frontage on two sides. about 125 acres in Blood
Road.
River bottom Land, approximately 160 acres tendable.
WE HAVE PLENTY of residential building lots that
have been certified by the Health Department as
GO0b,INEXPENSIVE BUILDING LOTS in Hazel.
approved for installation of septic tank and field
Formerly the Hazel Elementary School Grounds.
lines. ("fleck with us before you decide or the
Your choice of lots for $1,500. All city utilities
location for your new home
available.
SIX (6) ACRE TRACT OF COMMERCIAL TYPE
PROPERTY located on US-641 North just at the
North city limits of Murray. Excellent location for
numerous businesses.

10' x 40' MOBILE HOME,completely furnished, on
a 200 deep lot in 1feniana Subdivision./Total price
only $4,500. Completely set up and ready for occutancy.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!
EXPERIENCED PAIN.
TER will do Interior or
exterior wort by the hour
or job. 7534343.
KIRBY CARPET CARE cleans rugs of all kinds In
horim. and
institution -rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free esliniates. 24 hour
answerik service. 500
Maple 751-'159
•

Fulton Young Realty-, Inc.
Phone 753-7333

4th 8 Maple Streets
Home Phones:

Fulton F. Young-753-4946

Ishmael Stinson - 753-3744 -

Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee

•,
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11 IGDON
FURNITURE STORES
IN MAYFIELD,KY

VI

NOW IN PROGRESS
for a limited time ory:'.4
Titers is no
itf, pot one, homemaker in this
trading area who will not go bananas ever
this stupendous Money saving event!
Unheard of quality at unbelievable low, low
prices on EVERYTHING in Higdon's gigantic
warehouse
showr000n. Please, believe us
when we say..."NOW,right now, is the the.
to buy quality home furnishings, thorium
Higdon's Super-Saving, 3rd Anniversary
Sale?"
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Money. SOME
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MAPLE or PINE

BOSTON ROCKERS 1,
HIGDON'S ANNIVERSARY PRICE

ED FURNISHINGS AT COST!
SOME DAMAGED MERCHANDISE BELOW COST!

$1
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Only

Regular $78.00

50

RECLINER s

..

tZegular $99.95 Value

HIGDON'S
ANNIVERSARY PRICE

WICKER
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HIGDON'S'ANNIVERSARY PRICE

8

446

1.IMITID QU AMITY.

DISCOUNTED PRICES!
Here's just one example...

HIGDON'S
ANNIVERSARY PRICE

BEDROOM SUITE

8

Only

Regular $14.95 Value

TABLE

ENTIRE STOCK

LAMPS

(PICTURFEISzArlD4IRRORS

EDDING BARGAINS
CAMPBELL, FIRM 12 YR. GUARANTEE

III MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS

*

:

6FUL1-$19"

3 3 TWIN

CAMPBELL REIAX-0-PEDIC, 15 YR
GUARANTEE EXTRA FIRM

MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS
SO095
5 0 OUEEN 14995
33 TWIN /

\\<

0, 995

”
6 6KING 199

*FREE
PARKING
--nowt _
247-7710

195/)„

WHILE

THEY LAST I

I.

5

HIGDON'S ANNIVERSARY
PRICE IS ONLY...

s 95

CHOOSE FROM 60
LIVING ROOMS AT

REAL
BARGAIN

Here's but one example. . .

CONSOLIDATED

SOFA,CHAIR &
LOVE SEAT
In Herculon or Vinyl Corer
Suggested Retail Price.. .3499.00
HIGDON'S
ANNIVERSARY S.
PRICE

Only

5% 07
OVER 35 DINING ROOM SETS AT LOW

ANNIVERSARY PRICES
Here's just one example of super-sayings!

AMERICAN DREW,8 PIECE

DINING ROOM SUITE
large table, 6 canebatk chairs,
and china cabinet. Suggested
Retail price, ... $1199.00
HIGDON'S ANNIVERSARY PRICE

Only

8

NOBODY
SELLS
FOR
LESS

AT THESE NOMINAL ANNIVERSARY pRias THERE VC BE A SMALL CHARGE FOR DELIVERY

b

RIC
IN MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
MAYFIELD, KY. HIGHWAY 45, ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE.
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NO REASONABLE OFFER WILLIE REFUSED TRY USI

4t

DRIVE A LITTLE
SAVE A LOT!

--

SO HURRY!

THOMASVILLE, 3 PIECE

Dresser, Mirror, Chest, Bed Suggested Retail... $629.00
HIGDON'S
ANNIVERSARY
PRICE

444%.,
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SOLID OAK

ROCKER

SOME 40 BEDROOM GROUPS M REAM

/1/4

Regular $49.95 Value

OPEN
AM - 5 pm
MOIDAYS THRU
THURSDAYS AND
SATURDAYS

OPEN
FRIDAYS
8 AM - 8 pm

